
















YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 15, 1944
TOGETHER WITH OTHER ANNUAL REPORTS
AND PAPERS RELATING TO THE
AFFAIRS OF THE CITY
THE CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO.
1944
MAYORo
City incorporated by Act of Legislature. Approved March 24,
1893. First organization of city government. May 3, 1893.
Charles A. Busiel 1893-94
*Samuel B. Smith 1895-96
*Charles L. Pulsifer 1897-98
*Edmund TeUey 1899-00
*Jared A. Greene 1901-02
=^Woodbury L. Melcher 1903-04
*Benjamin F. Drake 1905-06
WiUiam F. Knight 1907-08
^Alfred C. Wyatt 1909-10
^George H. Saltmarsh 1911-12
*George B. Cox 1913-14
George P. Munsey 1915-16
Clarence E. Rowe 1917-18
*John A. Mitchell 1919-20
Lewis H. Wilkinson 1921-22
Charles H. Perkins 1923-24
*George E. Stevens 1925-26
Charles J. Hayford 1927-28
Charles O. Hopkins 1929
*Charles E. Carroll 1930-31-32-33-34-36
Walter E. Dunlap 1935-
Edward J. Gallagher 1937-38
Robinson W. Smith 1939-40-41-42-43
* Deceased
INAUGURAL ADDRESS
Members of the City Council, Citizens and Friends:
In my address this morning, I shall endeavor to bring to
you a brief review of the activities of the administrative office
of your city government for the year 1942, and present to you
for consideration recommendations fsr the year 1943.
During the past year the City of Laconia has lost by death
three citizens vi^ho at one time or another have been directly
connected with our city government. It is therefore fitting
and proper that we should at this time pause and pay tribute
to those men who have left us so recently. I refer to the
Honorable Thomas P. Cheney, the Honorable Charles M. Avery
and Mr. Archilles Parent who was a faithful employee of the
Board of Public Works for the pa'fet forty years.
In the untimely passing of Thomas P. Cheney, the City
of Laconia and the State of New Hampshire lost a distinguished
citizen. Tom Cheney was born in Ashland on August 17, 1891,
the son of the late Jonathan M. Cheney and Lucy A. Cheney.
He was a graduate of the Ashland High School in the class of
1907; he attended Holderness School for boys, and graduated
from Worcester Academy, Worcester, Massachusetts. He later
attended Norwich University, and after leaving Norwich at-
tended and graduated from the Boston Law School in 1916.
For a year he served on the staff of the State's Attorney
General in Concord. Mr. Cheney enlisted as a private in the
First World War in 1917 serving his country until December,
1918. In 1919 he came to Laconia and engaged in the practice
of law entering the office of Oscar L. Young, a citizen of La-
conia, and now Chief Justice of the New Hampshire Superior
Court. The firm dissolved partnership in 1925 when Judge
Young went on the bench. For a time Mr. Cheney carried
along his law practice alone, but more recently he took into
his law firm two young attorneys—Arthur H. Nighswander
and William S. Lord. Tom Cheney was prominent in the po-
litical affairs of our state for a number of years. He began
his political career as an attache in the State Senate when he
was a law student. In 1926 he became chairman of the Re-
publican State Committee. He managed successfully the cam-
paigns of Huntley N. Spaulding and Styles Bridges for Gov-
ernors. In 1926 Mr. Cheney represented his ward in our state
legislature. He was elected County Solicitor in 1920 and served
through 1925, and in that year was appointed city Solicitor
serving through 1928. In 1936 he became a candidate for the
Republican nomination for governor of the State of New Hamp-
shire. In 1935 he was appointed attorney general for the
State of New Hampshire and while holding this office it was
my privilege to seek his advice and counsel in a professional
way on many occasions. I found him to be a man of sound
judgment, pleasing to meet and loyal in the service he was en-
gaged in. To know Tom Cheney was to respect him. In his
passing the City of Laconia lost an outstanding citizen.
Charles M. Avery was a member of the city council from
Ward Three during the years 1908, 1909, 1910 and 1911. Mr.
Avery was born in Rumney, New Hampshire, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Avery. He came to Laconia seventy-five years
ago. First he was employed as a sawyer at the old Cook
Lumber Company and for many years was the superintendent.
Mr. Avery retired from active duty some twenty years ago and
for a while bought and sold lumber until his eyesight failed
him. Although blind for fifteen years he has been seen in
our Main Street establishments almost every day until about a
year ago. Mr. Avery always had a deep interest in the affairs
of his city.
Archilles L. Parent or better known to everyone as "Sid"
died suddenly March 11, 1943. He was a faithful employee of
the Public Works Department of the city for more than thirty-
seven years. For the past twenty years he had been foreman
of the Sewer Department. Because of ill health, Mr. Parent
retired from active duty in November of last year, but his in-
terest in the activities of the department compelled him to
pay an almost daily visit to the city yards where he could
converse with his former fellow employees. "Sid" was a loyal
and conscientious employee of the city. He took pride in his
work and regardless of the time of day or night he was called
upon to do a special task he responded with faithfulness and
enthusiasm. Of him it may well be said "he was a good faith-
ful servant".
Let us rise and pay tribute to these men who have passed
to the great beyond.
Fifty years ago on May 2, 1893 the first officers of the City
of Laconia were elected and on the very next day. May 3, were
inaugurated and our first city government was organized. The
Honorable Charles A. Busiel, who two years later became gov-
ernor of New Hampshire, was elected to the office of mayor.
George W. Weeks and WilUam J. Morrison were councilmen
from Ward One; Albert C. Moore and Francis H. Davis were
councilmen from Ward Two; Charles E. Frye and Joseph M.
Folsom, councilmen from Ward Three; Edmund Tetley and
Charles W. Vaughn, councilmen from Ward Four; Horace W.
Gorrell and John W. Ashman, Councilmen from Ward Five;
and Benjamin F. Drake, Charles L. Pulsifer, Julius E. Wilson
and Romanzo B. Priest, councilmen from Ward Six.
John B. Moore was elected city clerk and Stephen B. Cole,
city treasurer. Many of our older citizens here in Laconia re-
member these men and no doubt some are present today who
were also present at the first inaugural ceremonies of the mayor
and council fifty years ago. The population of the City of
Laconia then was approximately 7,000 people; today the popu-
lation is more than double that number. At this time, how-
ever, I am not going to review all of the improvements that
has come to our city since it was incorporated in 1893, but I do
believe that it is fitting and proper that we should recognize
these improvements at some future date, and arrange for a
fitting ceremony to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of
our city and I, therefore, remommend to the council that you
take proper steps to bring about such a recognition.
In my inaugural address a year ago, I stated that I found
it very difficult to interest myself in any new projects that would
involve the expenditures of large sums of money. We find con-
ditions no different today. Yet, on the other hand, we must
not allow ourselves to stop planning for the future. This war
will be over sometime and when peace comes and our boys are
returning home we must have our house in order. They go
away—grinning, leaving all the love in your body pushed up
into your throat. And no matter what the day may bring,
the nights bring dreams of home—the swellest place on earth
to a boy in uniform. Part of our job is to fix things so that
home will always be home to him, to his mother, his sister
and to you, come what may. A lot of this fixing can be done
by careful planning for the future. Such plans will no doubt
call for the expenditure of large sums of money for Works
Projects Programs. Only worthwhile projects should be con-
sidered and preferably those of a permanent nature.
In reviewing past redommendations, I find that three years
ago I called your attention to the need of a new city hall. I
can only repeat that the need of better housing facilities for
our several departments, including our fire department, jail,
police department, etc., as well as a city auditorium becomes
more serious each year, and some day in the not too distant
future the question of a new city hall will necessarily be given
serious consideration.
Sewers and Sewerage Disposal
Two years ago I recommended that the Committee on
Sewers give careful consideration to a system whereby the
cost of building and maintaining our sewerage system would
be self liquidating. This can and should be done. With this
thought in mind, your mayor in cooperation with the mayors
of the Cities of Concord and Portsmouth sponsored an enabling
act allowing the above named cities to put into operation a
sewer rental system. The City of Concord is about to adopt
such a system. In fact, their mayor informs me that an ordin-
ance establishing a sewer rental system will be introduced at
their next meeting. In my opinion both of the above mentioned
projects should receive careful study.
It is obvious that the building of a new city hall must
await further developments. The second proposal; that is,
the adoption of a sewer rental system can and should be put
into operation at once, and I so recommend it.
Change of Date of Fiscal Year
On several occasions both in public and private, I have
discussed the advisability of changing the city's fiscal year to
correspond to the date of the fiscal year of the State and
Federal Government that is June 30 to June 30 inclusive. At
the present time the city's fiscal year ends February 15. New
city oflEicers are not sworn in until the fourth Tuesday in March.
Appropriations should not be made until the new mayor and
council has had an opportunity of acquainting itself with the
need of the different departments. Therefore, it is apparent
that every department of our city government with the ex-
ception of the school department is running illegally because
they are spending funds that have not as yet been appropriated.
I have given this matter much thought and study. The reason
why this condition has not been corrected is obvious. No mayor
wishes to add four and one-half months' expenses to his tax
rate. Therefore, no change in the closing date of our fiscal
year has been made since our city was incorporated fifty years
ago. If we were to make this change in two stages; for ex-
ample, bring our closing date from February 15 to May 1 this
year, and from May 1 to June 30 next year, the amount of the
extra appropriation needed to carry the two and one-half
months based on last year's valuation would be only $33,152.00.
If we apply the unexpended balance carried over from last
year which amounts to $28,231.41 the added appropriation ne-
cessary to make this change would be approximately $4,000.00.
Therefore, I strongly recommend that the dates of the city's
fiscal year be changed so that eventually they will correspond
with our State and Federal Government.
Victory Gardens
Probably there never was a time when there was greater
need of a city to sponsor a food growing project for its citi-
zens as there is today. It is not necessary for me to discuss
at this time the causes that have brought about this condition.
The fact remains that the farmers of the United States were
asked at the beginning of the year 1941 to produce more food
than ever was produced by them in any previous year. They
met this request. Again in the beginning of the year 1942 they
were asked to increase their production still further. They
met that demand, and again this year 1943 the farmers of these
United States have been asked to produce even more than in
the previous two years, regardless of the fact that agriculture
faces a great labor shortage and a cut in farm machinery to
22% of normal and with the shortage of fertilizer and a scarc-
ity of seed. These facts you have heard repeated over the
radio many times of late from high officials in our Agricultural
Department. We are told that if our armies are to succeed in
their conquests on foreign soil, we must not only feed them,
but we must contribute liberally to the feeding of our Alliesi
Briefly this means that if our people here at home are to have
the necessary food to carry them through another winter we
must do everything within our power to raise whatever possible
so that we may become as self-sustaining as we are hiimanly
able.
With this thought in mind, your chairman of Civilian De-
fense, William W. Keller, your city chairman on Agriculture,
Royal W. Smith and your mayor called a meeting a week ago,
together with representatives from all of our industries, civic
organizations and other interested people to ascertain if pos-
sible what plans should be set in operation to promote the
planting of victory gardens in the City of Laconia. We are in-
formed that a canvass of our city is now being made by the
chairman of the Home Service Department and her helpers
which when completed will give us valuable information as
to the requests for these gardens. As soon as this information
has been assembled, your committee as afore mentiond will
set up an organization to carry out this project. If the project
proves to be of sufficient size and seems advisable, the City of
Laconia will be asked to contribute financially to the project
and I recommend that the council give this matter serious con-
sideration and lend its cooperation in every way possible, for
every can of food put into the cellars of the families of the
City of Laconia means just so much more that can be released
to our boys who are on the fighting front.
Laconia Municipal Airport
Last year I explained to you in detail the law which
treated the Laconia Airport Authority which now has been
created and has full charge of our municipal airport located
in the adjoining Town of Gilford. On this Authority is the
mayor of your city, the chairman of the Board of County Com-
missioners, the chairman of the Board of Selectmen of the
Town of Gilford, and tv^^o members appointed by the city coun-
cil and the Board of County Commissioners. These two mem-
bers are the Honorable Edward J. Gallagher, Ex-Mayor of the
City of Laconia and Malcolm E. Barney the retiring council-
jnan from Ward Five. The United States Government has
completed its contract with the city with the exception of
installing the lights. This contract has been signed by all
parties concerned and it is my understanding the work will
toe completed as soon as necessary materials can be released
from the war effort.
City Departments
I shall not take time here to review the work of our sev-
eral city departments. All have lent their one hundred per cent
cooperation, have stayed within the budgets and in many cases
returned a sizeable balance to our city treasury as indicated
by the handsome unexpended balance of $28,231.41 at the
end of the fiscal year.
I extend my appreciation to all departments for their won-
derful cooperation, and especially do I wish to commend the
Board of Public Works and our city engineer. Arnold O'Mara,
and the employees of that department. This has been a very
hard winter, yet the regular employees of the Public Works
Department have kept our city streets and sidewalks in a very
fine condition. They have done this without extra help and,
to my knowledge, without complaint. Such cooperation is ap-
preciated by the citizens of Laconia.
Financial Department
When our city books were closed and audited on February
15, 1943, it was found that we had a balance of $28,231.41. This
amount represents the excess of current assets over current
liabilities, and is in line with the balance shown on our books
at the end of each year since 1940. During the past year
$49,000.00 was paid on our serial debt, there were no bonds is-
sued. This reduction of the net debt to $180,000,000 which
is only a little over 1% of the valuation of our city. A new
low for many years. A careful analysis of the above figures
would indicate that the financial structure of our city is sound
and that we are prepared for darker days if and when they
come. Just what the picture will be for the year 1943, I am
not prepared to predict. With the mounting cost of living and
with the construction of new taxable buildings practically at
a standstill, it would seem that any further reduction in the
tax rate at the present time would be doubtful. All that I can
say is that your Committee on Finance will endeavor to prepare
a sound and balanced budget, and will take into considera-
tion the needs and requests of not only the several depart-
ments of our city government, but of our individual citizens
as well, but we must not forget that, as stated earlier in this
address, many of our boys have left their homes to fight for
the very principles of self-government that you and I have
been elected to preserve and care for, and it is our duty to see
to it that this trust is not violated.
Outgoing Council
To the members of the council that have just retired from
ofiice, I want to say that during the years that you have served
with us the valuable service that you have rendered your city
has been recognized. You have served well and your retire-
ment to private life is a distinct loss to our city government.
Incoming Council
To the new members of our official family, let us extend
to you an official welcome at this time and we would remind
you that your responsibilities as a councilman will be many. I
can assure you, however, that regardless of the fact that you
are new in the Council you will receive full cooperation at all i
times from the executive branch of our city government.
j
To the other inembers of the council who have worked with
j
me for the past years, I want to thank you for the cooperation
that you have gfiven me at all times. The year's records speak
for themselves. Let us start the year 1943 with the same spirit
i
of helpfulness and cooperation. Let us meet our obligations as
they are presented to us and strive to make this year 1943, the
fiftieth anniversary of your city government one of the best years




Inaugurated fourth Tuesday of March, biennially. Stated
meetings: The last Monday of each month at 7:30 o'clock




Elected March 9, 1943 for two years. Office: 68 Pleasant Street
COUNCIL
Elected March 9, 1943 for two years
Ward 1—William F. Champagne
Ward 2—Philip J. Blanchette
Ward 3—Ralph C. Kimball
Ward 4—Frank R. Ricker
Ward 5—William I. Stafford
Ward 6—Keixneth D. Hopkins
STANDING COMMITTEES, 1943
Finance—The Mayor, Kimball and Hopkins.
Accounts and Claims—Hopkins, Ricker and Champagne.
Public Instruction—Kimball, Ricker and Stafford.
Roads and Bridges—Stafford, Blanchette and Champagne.
Fire Department—Kimball, Stafford and Hopkins,
Parks and Commons—Champagne, Stafford and Hopkins.
Lighting Streets—Champagne, Kimball and Hopkins.
Elections and Returns—Hopkins, Champagne and Blanchette.
Engrossed Ordinances—Ricker, Kimball and Blanchette.
Sewers—Blanchette, Champagne and Ricker.
Police and Licenses—Stafford, Kimball and Ricker.




Office: 68 Pleasant Street
CITY TREASURER
CLARENCE S. NEWELL




Office: 653 Main Street
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
CHARLES L. KIMBALLL
Chairman
Elected March 30, 1942, for three years
RAYMOND B. LAKEMAN
Elected March 23, 1943, for three years
GEORGE A. MILETTE
Elected March 25, 1941 for three years
COLLECTOR OF TAXES
AMOS J. DINSMOOR
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
AUDITOR
DANA S. BEANE
Residence: 11 Chester Court
tResigned to enter service of U. S. A.
Elected by City Council to fill vacancy.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Created by Act of Legislature, 1901. Elected by the City
Council. One member of said board to be chosen bien-
nially on the fourth Tuesday of March to serve six years.
Office: 68 Pleasant Street.
HARRY L. SMITH
President




Elected March 23, 1943, for six years
WILLIS G. WATSON
Elected March 28, 1939, for six years
CITY ENGINEER, SUPERINTENDENT OF SEWERS,
AND STREET COMMISSIONER
ARNOLD J. O'MARA
Appointed by Board of Public Works. Office: 68 Pleasant Street
OVERSEER OF POOR
ARTHUR C. S. RANDLETT
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
CITY PHYSICIAN
LESTER R. BROWN, M. D.
Office: 420 Main Street
BOARD OF HEALTH
CHARLES D. DOCKHAM
Elected March 25, 1941, for three years
Office: 528 Main Street
*JOHN R. PERLEY, M. D.
Secretary
Elected Aug. 17, 1942, to serve unexpired term
of Earl J. Gage resigned
Office: 539 Main Street
WILLIS E. FLOYD
Elected March 23, 1943, for three years
P. O. Address: The Weirs
LACONIA PUBLIC LIBRARY
TRUSTEES
Elected by the City Council for three years
RHODEN B. EDDY, Supt. of Schools, ex-officio
HENRY T. TURNER
*CHARLES F. AYERS
For term ending March, 1944




For term ending March, 1945
ALICE S. HARRIMAN
RUTH H. SMITH















TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Created by Act of Legislature, Chapter 162, Laws of 1915
CARL F. BLAISDELL
Chairman
Elected March 30, 1942, for three years
CHARLES F. AYERS
Secretary
Elected March 25, 1941, for three years
EDGAR B. PRESCOTT
Elected March 23, 1943, for three years
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POLICE COMMISSION
Appointed by the Governor with the advice and approval of
the Council by Act of Legislature of 1913.
CHARLES J. PITMAN
Chairman
Term ending September 1, 1946
FORTUNAT E. NORMANDIN
Term ending September 1, 1944
CLARENCE E. ROWE
Clerk




Appointed by Police Commission, January 1, 1933
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
DEPUTY CHIEF
CHARLES E. DUNLEAVY







































Established by Act of Legislature, entitled "An Act Estab-
lishing Municipal Courts and Abolishing Existing Police
Courts," Chapter 30, Laws of 1915.
JUSTICE
HARRY E. TRAPP








GEORGE N. HUBBARD CHARLES J. PITMAN






First Assistant—EDISON H. KENNEDY
Second Assistant—HENRY H. SHOREY
Third Assistant—EDWIN C. SARGENT
Fourth Assistant—RALPH D. NEAL
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLISTS
Joseph T. Guay, chairman. Elected by City CouneiK
Ward 1, John Mclsaac; Ward 2, Francis Ladieu; Ward 3^
Thomas C. Mooney; Ward 4, Merton A. Wakeman; Ward 5,
Alfred N. Mitchell; Ward 6. Kenneth E. Gould, Louis S.
Pierce. Elected at biennial election November 3, 1942, for
two years.
PARK COMMISSIONERS
Elected by City Council. Richard F. Shelley, Chairman,
for term ending March, 1948; Marion S. Holt for term ending-
March, 1945; Marjorie O. Philbrook, Secretary, for term ending-
March^ 1944; Clarence E. Rowe, Treasurer, for term ending-
March, 1946; Robinson W. Smith, for term ending March, 1947.
SURVEYORS OF LUMBER
Charles L. Kimball Michael J. Sullivan
Frank R. Ricker Louis K. Felker
Henry I. Burbank Truman G. Covey
George Gifford Stanton Hunt
Roger M. Lindsay Albert Harriman ...
MEASURERS OF WOOD AND BARK
Roger M. Lindsay Oscar L. Hoyt *
Edwin J. Roberts Peter Dutile ' " *
Michael J. Sullivan ^
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BOARD FOR EXAMINATION OF PLUMBERS























Thomas N. O'Mara George A. Decelles
Adolphus P. Blsson Rex B. Swain
George Poire Loran D. Harvey
Alphonse Landry Lionel Lapointe
Lucien Keroack
REGISTRAR OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Earl Flanders






Elected at Biennial Election November 3, 1942, for two years
Ward 1—Myron B. Hart
Ward 2—Fortunat E. Normandin
Ward 3—Elias Johnson
Ward 4—Frederick A. Tilton
Ward 5—^Walter A. Woodward
Ward 6—Frank D. Sleeper
WARD CLERKS
Elected at Biennial Election November 3, 1942, for two years
Ward 1—Paul A. Lacaillade
Ward 2—Philip J. Blanchette
Ward 3—Louis K. Felker
Ward 4—Oscar L. Hoyt
Ward 5—Randolph K. Pike
Ward 6—Kenneth D. Hopkins
SELECTMEN
Elected March 11, 1941, for three years.
Ward 1—William F. Champagne
Ward 2—Frank T. Monahan
Ward 3—Joseph R. Chase
Ward 4—*Robert V. Johnson
Ward 5—Peter J. Landry
Ward 6—George W. Varrell
Elected by City Council to fill vacancy.
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Elected March 9, 1943, for four years.
Ward 1—Rubin Wein
Ward 2—Henry Ladieu
iVard 3—Theo B. Stafford
Ward 4—Harold Aiken
Ward 5—Delwin C. Ginn
Ward 6—Brewster H. Koehler
Elected March 9, 1943, for six years.
Ward 1—Walter G. Stafford.
Ward 2—Oscar St. Jacques
Ward 3—Amos J. Dinsmoor
Ward 4—*Warren B. Sanborn
Ward 5—Frank E. Pearson
Ward 6—Haven E. Corliss
INSPECTORS OF ELECTION
Appointed by the City Council, October 9, 1942, for two years.-
























•Elected by City Council to fill vacancy.
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RESOLUTIONS
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-three
A Resolution authorizing temporary loans to an amount not
exceeding Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars in anticipation
of the taxes of the present Municipal year.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
That for the purpose of meeting current expenses of the
City, the City Treasurer be and hereby is authorized and em-
powered to make temporary loans from time to time for the
use of said City of sums not exceeding the aggregate amount
of $250,000.00, said loans being in the anticipation of the taxes
of the present municipal year and hereby expressly made pay-
able therefrom, and to give for such loans subject to the
written approval of the Committee on Finance, notes of the
City, each note to become due and payable within one year
from its date. Said Notes shall be signed by the Mayor and
City Treasurer and countersigned by the City Clerk, shall be
registered in the books kept for that purpose in the oflfices of
the City Treasurer and City Clerk respectively.
This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved March 29, 1943.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-three.
WHEREAS The Mayor and Council have learned with sor-
row of the death of Mark M. Robinson; and
WHEREAS Mr. Robinson's integrity in both public and
private affairs made him one of the most esteemed citizens
of the City of Laconia.
NOW, THEREFORE, Be it resolved that a copy of this
resolution be engrossed upon the records of the City of Laconia
as a permanent tribute to Mark M. Robinson.
Passed and approved March 29, 1943.
ROBINSON W. SMITH, Mayor.
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In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-three.
A Resolution relative to the death of Joseph H. Roucher.
Resolved by the City Council of Laconia, as follows:
WHEREAS the Mayor and Council learned with g^eat
sorrow of the recent death of Joseph H. Roucher; and
WHEREAS Mr. Roucher served the City of Laconia faith-
fully in its fire department for over thirty years; and
WHEREAS Mr. Roucher also served the City of Laconia
faithfully as a representative to the General Court of the
State of New Hampshire.
BE IT RESOLVED, that we express our deep sympathy o
his survivors by sending them a copy of this resolution, and
that this resolution be engrossed upon the City records as a
lasting tribute to Mr. Roucher.
Passed and approved May 31, 1943.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-three.
A Resolution making appropriations for the year ending
February 15, 1944.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows
:
That the following appropriations be made for the year
ending February 15, 1944, which appropriations shall be in full
for all expenditures in each department named.









Support of Poor 14,000.00
Old Age Assistance 15,000.00
Vital Statistics 225.00
. Elections 1,200.00




State Aid Roads (T. R. A.) 456.42
Lakes Region Development 900.00
Public Wharves: Lakeport and The Weirs 450.00
Moth and Forestry 500.00
Maintenance City Offices 3,000.00
Laconia Hospital 5,000.00
Memorial Day 300.00
Parks and Playgrounds and Skating Rinks 5,823.00
Hydrant Service 4,500.00
Public Library and Gale Park 11,358.82
Conventions: VFW, etc.
D. A. R. $ 50.00
Veterans Reunion 400.00
V. F. W. 200.00
U. S. Spanish War Veterans 150.00
American Legion Convention 400.00
1,200.00
Red Cross—Partial Rent Chapter House 240.00
Civilian Defense 1,400.00
Bridges & Highway Bonds 4,000.00
City Hall Bonds 2,000.00
Improvement Bonds 10,000.00
Improvement Bonds 3,000.00
Practical Arts School Bonds 3,750.00
School Equipment Notes 2,000.00
Sewer & Road Bonds 3,000.00
Street Pavement Bonds 2,500.00
New Serial Note 1,500.00
$543,885.96
Passed and approved, July 12, 1943.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-three.
A Resolution raising money by taxation for the year '
ending February 15, 1944.




That there shall be raised and there is ordered to be
raised on th;e polls and estate liable to be taxed within said
City the sum of four hundred ninety-one thousand eighty-six
and fifty-four one hundredths ($491,086.54) dollars to defray
the necessary expenses and charges of the City for the fin-
ancial year ending February 15, 1944.
Passed and approved, July 12, 1943.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor,.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-three.
A Resolution relative to the Death of Peter Dagenais.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
Whereas the Mayor and Council learned with sorrow of
the recent death of Captain Peter Dagenais; and
Whereas Captain Dagenais served the City of Laconia
faithfully in its Fire Department for over twenty years, and
Be It Resolved, that we express our deep sympathy to his
family by sending them a copy of this resolution, and that
this resolution be engrossed upon the City Records as a lasting
tribute to Captain Dagenais.
Passed and approved, July 12, 1943.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fory-four.
WHEREAS The Mayor and Council learned with great
sorrow of the death of Arthur C. S. Randlett; and
WHEREAS Mr. Randlett served the City of Laconia long
and faithfully as Overseer of the Poor and was considered
one of the ablest overseers the city has had, and was one of
our most esteemed citizens.
BE IT RESOLVED, that we express our deepest sympathy
\o his family by sending them a copy of this resolution, and
that the same be engrossed upon the city records as a lasting
wiemorial to Arthur C. S. Randlett.
Passed and approved February 15, 1944.
"




To the Mayor and Council of the City of Laconia:
Submitted, herewith, is the annual report of the Super-
intendent of Schools which gives a much more and complete
detailed report than I could possibly give in a few short para-
graphs. I shall, therefore, confine my report to a few com-
ments on some of the more important events or changes during
the past year. In these days of unusual conditions brought
about by war one can really think of progress in the school
system only in terms of the post-war period. We should prob-
ably be satisfied with the present if we were to keep our schools
adequately staffed and operating, maintaining a reasonable
interest on the part of the boys and girls.
Last March, three new members of the School Board were
elected; Mrs. Ruth A. Smith, Theo S. Jewett, and Arthur
A. Saltmarsh, all of whom have taken great interest in their
work. The first important task of the Board was to fill the
vacancy created by the resignation of Clark W. McDermith
as Superintendent of Schools. After careful consideration, Mr.
Rhoden B. Eddy of North Brookfield, Massachusetts was elected
Superintendent and began his services on October 1, 1943. Al-
though he has not been here very long he has already inspired
confidence on the part of those with whoni he has dealt and
has demonstrated an ability to recognize and deal with many
problems with which we are faced.
One of our most serious difficulties during the past year
has been in obtaining qualified teachers. Many teachers have
resigned to obtain better positions in industry and in other
school systems and some have been or will be called into the
Armed Services. Although the salary scale here in Laconia
is considerably above what it was a few years ago, it is still
very diSicult to compete with the high wages paid in private
industry and in the larger school systems. Despite the short-
age of teachers, we have been able to fill all positions and the
schools seem to be running smoothly.
As pointed out in the Superintendent's report, the tradi-
tional school system has been greatly expanded during the past
few years. The Superintendent is now obliged to spend a great
deal of time supervising the Child Day Care centers, for example
The interest of the older boys and girls, especially of those
young men who are soon to be inducted into the Armed Serv-
ice has undoubtedly been affected by present conditions, but
there is nothing much that can be done about it except for all






Arthur H. Nighswander, Chairman Term expires March, 1945
Mrs. Lillian P. Dow, Secretary Term expires March, 1947
Dr. A. Philip LaFrance Term expires March, 1945
Mrs. Ruth A. Smith Term expires March, 1947
Theo S. Jewett Term expires March, 1949








Mrs. Mae H. Caverly
Clark W. McDermith resigned as Superintendent of Schools
Aug. 15, 1943. Mr. Leonard Morrison acted as Superin-
tendent of Schools from August 28 to October 1, 1943.





Supervisor Day Care Centers
Mrs. Marie P. Collins
Manager School Lunchrooms
Mrs. Eva F. Abbott
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Mrs. Mavis E. Demsey



















































Edith G. Mitchell (sub.)
Andrew Crooker, Jr.
Norton E. Demsey





















































































Evelyn M. Staples Kindergarten
Shirley D. Lyman (Mrs.) Grades 1, 2
Elinor C. Varney Grades 2, 3
Virginia S. Douglass Grades 4, 5












































To the Laconia School Board and the Citizens of Laconia:
It is an honor and privilege to submit to you this report
for the public schools of Laconia for the school year (1942-
1943) ending June 30, 1943. In this respect, I can do little more
than supply you with statistical information regarding certain
activities, and discuss expenditures. Necessarily all this must
be brief. With like brevity, I am commenting on the public
school system as I find it after four months' acquaintance.
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TABLE 1


























930 832 790 135.5 56.5 23 668 470
281 265 259 241 18 6 348
766 745 666 625 41 28 1240
1977 1842 1715 1601.5 115.5 57 2256 470
*Had leave of absence from March 3; replaced for remainder
of year by Mrs. Maclver.
°Had leave of absence from March 25; replaced for remainder
of year by Mrs. Lilla Adams.
The figures in this table may be more understandable with
a brief explanation. Reading the table headings from left to
right: School—the school for which the figures on that line
apply: Grades—the grades in the school for which the figiires
apply; Total registration—the number of pupils who have
attended the school and grades specified; Unrepeated regis-
tration—the number of pupils who attended no other school in
Laconia, or the State of New Hampshire, during the school
year; Average memberships—the average number of pupils
who were members of a school, or grade, throughout the school
year; Average attendance—the average number of pupils in
school or grade through the school year; Average absence
—
the average number of pupils who were absent from a school
or grade throughout the school year; Perfect attendance—the
number of pupils in a school or grade who were neither absent
or tardy during the entire school year; Tardinesses—^the num-
ber of times that the pupils of a school or grade were Tate
to school' during the school year; Visites by citizens—the
number of persons 'visiting schools' during the reg^ular school
sessions.
Applying the above explanations to the 'total' for the
high school:— (For the school year ending June 30, 1943) In
grades seven through twelve the total registration was 1047
pupils; 1010 pupils attended no other school in New Hamp-
shire during the school year; there were 925 pupils in average
membership throughout the year; there were 866 pupils in
school every day in the year, on the average; there were 59
pupils absent every day in the school year, on the average;
54 pupils were neither absent or tardy during the entire school
31
year (perfect attendance) ; there were 1588 cases when pu-
pils were 'late to school' ; not a single citizen visited the school,
or classes in the school, during the entire year.*
Read the record for each school and each grade as above.




1942-1943 January 31, 1944
790 Average Membership, Elementary 794
schools (Grds 1-6)
259 Average Membership, Junior High 249
(Grds 7-8)
666 Average Membership, Senior High 589
(Grds 9-12)
1715 Total Average Membership, all grades 1632
TABLE 3
Financial Report
(as of June 30, 1943)
Receipts
Income from taxation
For the support of schools $150,824.00
For payment of principal of debt 5,750.00
For payment of interest on debt 1,768.25
For payment of per capita tax 4,010.00
Special appropriations 9,632.53
From sources other than taxation
Dog licenses 1,578.53
Elementary school tuitions 69.00
High school tuitions 5,499.18
Other receipts 13,402.76








1. Salaries of district officers $81.00
2. Superintendent salary from city 2310.00
3. Truant office and census 480.00
4. Expenses of administration 2971.33
B—Instruction
5. Principals' and teachers' salaries 114,902.25
6. Text books 2,576.49
7. Scholars' supplies 4,558.90
8. Flags and appurtenance 62.00
9. Other expenses of instruction 1,492.61
C—Operation and maintenance of school plant
10. Janitor service 8,270.22
11. Fuel 6,163.25
12. Water, light, janitors' supplies 3,919.05
13. Minor repairs and expenses 9,093.46
D—Auxiliary agencies and special activities
14. Medical inspection (Health
supervision) 2,038.26
15. Transportation of pupils 2,351.65
16. Other special activities 13,431.89
E—Fixed charges
17. Tax for state wide supervision 4,010.00
18. Insurance 1,586.30
F—Outlay for construction and equipment
19. Alterations of old buildings 3,066.93
20. New equipment 3,618.13
G—Debt. Interest, and other charges
21. Payments of principals of debt 5,750.00
22. Payments of interest on debt 1,768.25
23. Payments (W.P.T.) 6,230.42
$200,732.39
FINANCES
Total income for the School Department, for the year 1942-
1943 appears in Table 3. Total payments (expenditures) by the
schools for the year 1942-1943 appear in Table 4.
The two Tables show that:
1. That the taxpayers of Laconia raised $171,984.78 for
schools in 1942-1943.
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2. There was an additional income of $28,747.61, which also
went to support of schools, malcing a total income for
support of $200,732.89.
3. Total payments (expenditure) by the schools equalled
the total income. That is, $200,732.89 was spent.
It is important that every citizen should understand clear-
ly how the school money was spent. It went for much more
'than mere support of the elementary and high school grades;
relatively large amounts went to support additional kinds of
education and to pay fixed charges, i. e., state tax, principal
and interest on debt, and insurance.
The total sum of $200,732.39 was spent as follows:
1. Support and operation of elementaryand
and junior high school grades $67,592.91
2. Support and operation of senior high school
grades $93,677.36
Total to operate and support traditional
schools $161,270.27
3. Support of Nursery Schools (Day Care
Centers)* 7,339.441
4. School Lunch Programs** 4,701.95
5. Defense Schools*** 6,230.42
6. Evening Schools 390.50
Total for new services and types of education $18,652.31
7. Alterations to old buildings**** 3,066.93
8. New equipmentt 3,618.33
9. Insurance on buildings and property 1,586.30
10. Payments on school building debt 7,518.25
Total for capital outlay and debt $15,799.81
11. State per capita tax for state supervision $4,010.00
12. War Savings Stamp loanft 1,000.00
Total on account of schools, no contribution to 5,010.00
Grand total $200,732.39
Federal reimbursement on this expenditure
Federal reimbursement on food and milk included in
period covered by this item
Completely reimbursed by Federal funds
Cost of converting to coal in Practical Arts building.
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t Cost of new heating plant at Batchelder Street School
tt This is merely a loan so that school stamps may be pur-
chased in advance to be resold; the amount is included
in 'income sources other than taxation'.
The figure groups above emphasize two important points
:
1. The cost of maintaining the traditional school system is
considerably less than the total sum expended by the
school department for all purposes in 1942-1943. (Com-
pare $161,270.27 with $200,742.39.)
2. Laconia has seen fit to expand its educational offering
beyond that traditionally given in the elementary and
high school grades. Laconia has recognized the fact that
modern conditions call for new types of educational op-
portunity^—nursery school for very young children when
home care is lacking for all or part of the day—special
training for jobs in local industry—special courses for
adults with special vocational or avocational interest,
and so on. For these purposes $18,662.31 was spent
in the school year 1942-1943. As noted above a very
large amount of this expenditure was reimbursed, never-
theless the activities w^ere carried on under the school de-
partment auspices, in school buildings utilizing school
equipment, for the benefit of Laconia citizens, Laconia
children, and Laconia industry, largely. The progressive
spirit and vision behind this educational expansion argues
well for Laconia itself, now and in the future.
There are a few items in the 1942-1943 finances that interest
me, and they may interest you:
For 1942-1943 the City of Laconia raised a total sum of
$558,514.97, for all purposes of city government, from taxation,
on a tax rate of $32.60 per thousand dollars. The sum raised
for school purposes was $171,984.78, or approximately one-third
of the total raised. In general this ratio of school costs to total
city government costs is low.
Important: After four months' acquaintance with the
schools I am thoroughly familiar with their most important
aspects, hence I am not surprised at the story told by certain
figures (Please see, under Payments, B-6 and B-7. You will
note that only $2576.49 was spent for 'textbooks' and $4,558.90
for supplies in the last school year.
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This means that only 1.6% of the total cost of operating
the elementary and high school grades was spent for textbooks,
or about $1.50 per pupil. On the same basis only 2.8% was
spent for supplies, of about $2.65 per pupil. In other words,
all that was spent to supply each pupil with all this textbooks
and all his supplies for an entire school year was $4.15, or
4.4% of the total cost of operating the schools. The amounts
are too small. Pupils require more generous supplies fo learn-
ing aids. Not even a good teacher can do his or her best job
without proper materials. This will be referred to farther on
in the report.
1942-1943, General
The school year saw a continual loss in the upper high school
grades as older pupils left school to work, and as older boys
went into the armed services. The year saw the Nursery
Schools in Laconia change over (on February 1) to Day Care
Centers under a new Federal Program, fitting these schools
to care for the children of mothers working in war production
plants. The end of the year brought about a 20% teacher loss.
The high school took on such work in pre-induction training
as circumstances warranted, and defense training classes con-
tinued until the first of May.
Impressions and Observations
After four months' Service
Laconia offers much to the school superintendent inter-
ested in educational service and leadership. The opportunities
to bring benefits of both to the school population, and to the
city itself, are at hand. I trust that I may make use of these
opportunities wisely in your behalf.
A school system without a teaching force that is generally
able and generally professional cannot provide its school popu-
lation with good schools no matter how excellent may be its
school plant, its equipment and all its other services. Nothing
is as important to the welfare of the pupil as the teacher. In
my opinion, Laconia has a generally superior staff of teachers.
Given this staff to work with, I am sure that we can give
the school population those educational advantages every par-
ent wants for his child, and that training needed for Amer-
ican citizenship.
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Laconia appears to have become aware of the value of good
teachers as evidenced by its willingness to pay more adequate
salaries. The salary schedule under which the schools are op-
erating this schol year (1943-1944) is acting in favor of your
children now; it wil continue to do so as long as it proves ade-
quate to secure and hold good teachers. Certainly Laconia's
children and young people are deserving teachers as good as
those another community will pay well to secure for its chil-
dren.
The opportunity, then, to work with good teachers is at
hand.
So far as I have been able to determine, you have a pride
in your school system, and recognize not only its value to your
children, but its importance as a community asset as well. My
opinion is based on an examination of the educational pro-
gram you have chosen to support, the interest you have shown
in providing some excellent facilities (the high school), and the
manner in which you appear to regard the expansion of edu-
cational opportunities (mentioned previously).
The oportunity (and the challenge) to carry on a very
desirable type of education, in your service, is also at hand.
I am impressed with the service rendered the war effort
through the operation of Day Care Centers. These centers
provide the children of working mothers with excellent care,
careful health supervision, social and civic patterns of desir-
able behavior whose values are incalculable in later life, and
really happy surroundings. Laconia is undoubtedly benefitting
these little children to a far greater extent than one imagines.
Just what should be the future of this type of education is diffi-
cult to say, but there is no doubt that the demands of modem
society upon the individual person requires some introduction
to group living prior to kindergarten age; probably the answer
will be found in part-time Nursery School living (for children
in homes where the mother is present) for most children.
Be that as it may, you are rendering about seventy children
of working mothers experiences and care in which you may
take great pride. At the present time the cost is borne about
as follows, per child: From the Federal Government about
60%; from local taxation about 8%; from the parent about
32%. Day Care Centers are now operating at the Acedemy
Street School and the Gilford Avenue School, with a total en-
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roUment of seventy-one children (all children formerly at the
Park Street Center, which had to be closed for lack of enrolees,
are being transported to one of the two centers mentiond).
Evn a short visit to one of these centers will be an interesting
as well as an enlightening experience; if you are fond of chil-
dren it will be a heart-warming experience as well.
I note with interest the use that has been made of the
school plant (especially the high school), and the participation
of several of our teachers in instructional programs designed
to train workers for local industry, or to instruct out-of-school
I>ersons with special vocational or avocational interests. This
expansion of educational program at the adult level has been
commented on previously; the use of the school plant, for
these, and other purposes, to meet community needs, indi-
cates, again, a progressive spirit and educational vision that
seems to characterize Laconia.
A community should make full use of its school plant for
educational, civic, charitable, and other non-commercial pur-
poses that exist within its borders. The city as a whole has
a relatively large investment in the school plant and it should
be made to pay returns to the fullest extent. The full returns
will not be secured by the city if the plant stands idle all those
hours in the day when it is not used for traditional school pur-
poses. Certain considerations should be borne in mind, however;
there will be somewhat larger maintenance charges to be pro-
vided for; it should be possible to close off various parts of a
building from the whole building. It is not possible to do the
latter at our high school buildings now.
At the present time various groups use the high school
buildings for recreational purposes.
A four year 'Apprentice^ip Course' is being carried on
under the instruction of Mr. Edgar Royce for six hours each
week in conjunction with Scott and Williams Company. One-
half the cost of instruction is reimbursed by the Federal Gov-
ernment (Smith-Hughes), the city bears the other half of the
cost, and, of course, classes meet in the Practical Arts build-
ing.
The superintendent is co-operating with Mr. Royal Smith
of the County Extension Service in making short part-time
agricultural courses available in this area. The State Depart-
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ment of Education lends ready assistance in this, and all other,
Federal-Aid Courses.
It is my hope that I may assist in improving and advancing
the educational policies, the philosophy of civic improvement,
and the healthful practices which I find in Laconia.
Many items are omitted here which an annual school report
should contain—particularly special reports from the head-
master, school nurse, and supervisors, together with special
recommendations of my owm. Regarding the last: There is
much that can be done to increase the effectiveness of our tra-
ditional school program and the attainment of its objectives.
The fact is mentioned last to emphasize it. I would not have
you think that fundamental procedures and practicable needs,
in our elementary schools and in our high school,, are, in the
slightest respect, of secondary importance. They are of first
importance; they are being given, and will continue to be given,
my major attention.
I want to acknowledge generally my gratitude for the
friendliness Laconia citizens have accorded me, and thank each
member of the school staff for his or her cordiality and co-
operation. I am especially grateful to Miss Nell Doane for in-
valuable assistance, and for managing details of the office. Be-
cause of her help I have been able to spend a large amount
of time in the schools. I am particularly grateful to each
member of the School Board for the professional understand-









REV. FRANK P. FLETCHER
Victory arr. Yoder
An Evening's Pastorale Shaw
Madame Jeannette Murray
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Land Of Our Hearts Chadwlck
HIGH SCHOOL GLEE CLUB and BAND
Address, "The Challenge of Calamity"
HAROLD R. BRUCE, Ph. D.
Dartmouth College
Award of Prizes
WILLIS B. GIFFORD, Headmaster
Presentation of Diplomas
ARTHUR H. NIGHSWANDER










REV. JOSEPH H. VATCHER
Adoramus te, Chris ti Palestrina
O praise the Lord, my soul Ippolitov-Ivanov
HIGH SCHOOL GLEE CLUB
Scripture Reading and Prayer
O Lord Most Holy Frajick
SENIOR GIRLS' GLEE CLUB
Lucile Covey, soprano
Address, "Where Do We Go From Here"
REV. PIERRE DUPONT VUILLEUMIER
Class Hymn, Victory Hymn
Words by Leslie Mer ill




The audience will please refrain from applause and will remain





Presentation of Class Gift
DONALD CAVERLY
Acceptance of Class Gift
WILLIS B. GIFFORD, Headmaster
Solo, Polonaise from Mignon Ambroise
BRUCE LUNEAU, Clarinet
Solo, Billy Blow-hard Kottawn
LESLIE MERRILL, Tuba
Awards
WILLIS B. GIFFORD, Headmaster




The audience will please follow the class to the lawn
Ivy Ceremony
Presentation of Ivy, Frances Lacey
Junior Acceptance, Jean Proctor
Class Hymn













Reid Orville Besserer, Jr.
X Karl Hudson Bickford, Jr.
Rita Mary Bolduc
Alice Marian Boucher




























Joseph Patrick Curran, Jr.
Angelina Marie Anna Cyr
Evelyn Marie Daigle
Irene Mary Dauphin
X David William Dinwoodie,
Ellen Carrie Drouin
X Rene Joseph Duffy
Marie Shirley Mae DuPont
Kenneth Bernard Durgin
X William Joseph Everett
Mary Louise Falbo
Dorothy Eva Felker


















Beulah May Hogan (Mrs.)
o Roxanna Page Hood
Howard Elwin Hudson
Thelma Irene Huggins
X Fred Willis Huston
Rosemary Jackson
Roger Lucien Jacques









X Albert Donald Lacroix
X Norman William Laflamme
Jr.Doris Pauline Laurent
Lea Theresa Laurent
X Andre Louis Lavallee
Irene Phoebe Lavigne
George Ira Leighton







Ernest Willard Marshall, Jr.
Anne Katherine Martin
o Katherine Olive Mayo
Shirley May McFarlin









X Paul Clement Morin













X Roger Antonio Paquette





X Roland Edward Poire







o Bernard Benjamin Rosen












Maynard Maxwell Smith, Jr.
Olive Louise Smith
Gloria Myrtle Stafford




X Chester Joseph Suchocki
X Richard Stanley Szalajeski
Marcel Theberge
Nellie Clay Thompson
X Keith Carlton Twitchell
Joyce Frances Waldron
Noella Mary Walker




X Richard David Wyatt
X Member of United States armed forces
o Honor Pupil
Class Marshal, Harry Bryant
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LACONIA HOSPITAL
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council:
The Laconia Hospital served more than three thousand pa-
tients in 1943. This was about ten per cent more than the
previous year. Total days service increased from thirty thou-
sand to thirty four thousand with a daily average of ninety
two.
The hospital cannot care for many more without more
space and consideration is being given by the trustees to the
addition of a third floor to the East Wing. This will provide
for about twenty more beds.
We appreciate the appropriations from the City of Laconia
and surrovmding towns. This money together with some in-
crease in our endowment income has enabled us to care for
an increase in operating expense.
Substantial help from the Hospital Aid Association and
generous gifts from individuals and organizations have given
us new equipment and enabled us to reduce our indebtedness
ten thousand dollars.
Dr. Albert F. DoUoff, Superintendent, in his annual report
has suggested a survey by a competent authority of our hos-
pital plant so that we may better plan for our future growth.
A larger hospital will require not only more money for build-
ing purposes but also a larger endowment fund. I hope the
friends of the hospital will remember this as there are few more
worthy charities.
ARTHUR. D. O'SHEA,
President Laconia Hospital Association.
TREASURER'S REPORT
N. Joy Harritnan, Treasurer
For the Year Ending December 31, 1943





Paid account—1941—accounts and previous
Interest on funds


















Arthur H. Nighswander and Esther R. Nighs-
wander
Sarah Packard
Estate of Howard Byse
Mrs. C. E. Q. Maynard
Cogswell Benevolent Trust
































Note—Peoples National Bank 2,000.00
Exchange of securities—balance received 921.67
Refund—account payable 80.65
Rebate on insurance 1.26
$192,178.27
PAYMENTS
Payroll for Faculty, Nurses and Employees $78,283.28
Provisions 33,870.43
General Repairs and Equipment 2,933.67







Nurses' and Nursing School Supplies 2,347.54
Housekeeping Supplies 1,356.49
Drugs 4,988.40





Rent—High St. house 1,200.00
U. S. Savings Bond Series G 1,000.00
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. stock 4,965.32
Miscellaneous 1,880.28




To The Honorable Mayor and City Council
Laconia, N. H.
Sirs;
The Health Department has nothing new or unusual to
report. Aside from our annual grippe epidemics there have
been no serious outbreaks of contagious diseases. A very
large percentage of the childhood diseases are never seen
by a doctor but are cared for by careful neglect on the part
of their parents and manage to survive.
The Milk Inspector is doing his usual good work and the
real effort and co-operation on the part of the farmers to
produce good milk is very gratifying. Nearly all of the samples
tested have been far above minimum requirements for clean-
liness and butter fat.
Laconia has been fortunate in continuing to have the serv-
ices of Miss Julia Periard as City Nurse for care of the sick
in their homes, and by her help many people have been able
to get back to work faster than they otherwise would have.
Dogs, especially the pony-size ones that are allowed to
roam our streets, are getting to be a problem and a nuisance
in every sense of the word, and if complaints are received, ar-
rangements will have to be made for restraining them. One
of the favorite pastimes of all dogs, large and small, is explor-
ing garbage cans, especially the full ones that have been set
out for the garbage truck to pick up. Many of them are tipped
over and their contents spilled all over the sidewalk. If peo-
ple would put their garbage in cans with tight tops, ovu" streets
would be much easier to keep clean. If this is not done volun-




JOHN R. PERLEY, Sec.
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
For Year 1943







Home visits (Instructive) 35
Preschool children 64
Cripple children 23
Receipt for city cases $380.19
JULIA PERIARD, R. N.
MILK INSFECTOR
Milk inspection work was carried out as travel restric-
tions would allow in 1943.
There was a marked decline in the number of producer-
dealers selling milk in Laconia, but this was offset by an
increase in the volume of milk sold by the large dealers.
Stores were checked for refrigeration and for source of
supply.
General Milk Statistics
Total samples tested 562
Milk 505
Cream 46
Skimmed milk and others 10
Samples unsatisfactory, all cases 58
Inspection Details
Farms producing milk for the Laconia area 58
Farms producing for but not selling in Laconia 26
Farms producing for and selling in Laconia
—
Licensed 32 $78.00










To The Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Laconia, New Hampshire.
February 15, 1944
I hereby submit my report as Fire Chief for the year end-
ing February 15, 1944.
During the past year the Fire Department responded to
twenty nine box alarms and two hundred sixty seven calls on
the telephone; six calls out of town and two false alarms.
Total insurance paid on fires during 1943 was Forty-One







One Forest Fire Pump






















Engine Company No. 1
Captain, Luther D. McMurphy
Lieutenant, Joseph A. Decelles












Hook & Ladder Company Xo. 1
Captain, Frank Monahan
Lieutenant, Edmund Mitchell














Engine Company No. 2


























Engine Company No. 3
Captain, G. W. Tarlson
Lieutenant, L. E. Fellows













The Fire Station at Lakeport is in very poor condition.
A new station should be erected as soon as possible. The old
one is beyond repairs; there is no cellar under the building;
the heating apparatus is obsolete and will not heat the build-
ing properly; the roof has been repaired several times; There-
fore, money expended on the building would be wasted.




Union Ave. cor. Stark St.
Union Ave., cor. Clark Ave.
Union Ave. top Chase's Hill
Union Ave. cor. Walnut St.
Union Ave. cor. Harrison St.
Union Ave. near Quimby Block 656 Union Ave.
Union Ave. cor. Laurel
Bridge St. cor. Moulton
Union Ave. near Charles Dow's 640 Union Ave.
Union Ave. near Wm. Beauchaine's 584 Union Ave.
Union Ave. cor. Irving
Union Ave front Home for the Aged
Union Ave. cor. Lyman
Butler St. cor. Lyman
Walker St. cor. Butler
Union Ave. front High School
Union Ave. front Catholic Church
Strafford St. front No. 41
Church St. jet. Union Ave. near Simoneau's Store
Union Ave. cor. Spring
Union Ave. cor. High
Union Ave. front Grist Mill
Main St. near No. 256
Main cor. Grant
Main Near No. 130
Main near No. 80
Main cor. Pine





Beacon cor. Somes Ct.
Main cor. Canal
Main cor. Harvard
Main cor. Avery Ct.
Main cor. Oak
Main near No. 906
Main jet. Pleasant
Main near Airport Driveway
Main cor. County Farm Drive
Main near Pearson's
Main above Pearson's





HoLman St. near No. 54
Holman St. cor. Shore Drive
Winnicoash near No. 40
Pleasant cor. Harvard
Whipple cor. Cross
New Salem near Smith Lumber Yard
Pleasant front No. 96
Main cor. Church
Main front of Woolworth's
Water near Car Co. office
Water near R. R. Crossing
Water front of Cooks Lumber Co. office
Winnisquam Ave. cor. Bay
Fair cor. Charles
Court St. near Lakeside Filling Station



















Joliet St. near No. 23
Pine near No. 25
Pine cor. Baldwin
5S
Merrimac near No. 62
Warren 9t. near No. 55





Gilford Ave cor. Morrill
Morrill St. cor Hutchinson
Gilford Ave cor. Brook
Gilford Ave. near No. 239
Gilford Ave. cor. Ridgewood (Town of Gilford)
Gilford Ave. cor. Girard
Dewey St, near No. 39
Gilford Ave, cor. Union Ave.
Union Ave, cor. Winter
Winter cor. Autumn
Winter cor. Highland
Summer St. near No. 20
Summer St. near No. 79
Spring cor. Highland
Spring near No. 54
High cor. Beaman

















Messer near R. R. Crossing
Messer cor. Irving
Messer jet. Union Ave.
Union Ave. jet. Mechanic
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Valley near No. 94
Stark cor. St. Catherine
Mechanic cor. Hawthorne












Elm St. near No. 307
Elm cor. Bell







Elm St. near watering trough
Bayside Ct. near No. 10
Elm St. cor. Union Ave.
Above hydrants are listed in the order of our testing route.
Very Truly yours,
LACONIA WATER CO.,




To the Honorable Mayor and City Council, Laconia, N. H.:
On account of the low interest rate, again we advise that a
minimum of $200.00 be left as a trust fund.
Work to be done is carefully considered and funds are
conserved as much as possible. Only the very necessary work is
done.












































































Lillian A. M. Stevens












































































































To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council:
The Trustees of the Laconia Public Library make the fol-
lowing report for the year ending February 15, 1944.
The Public Library in this community, as in other sections
of the country, has become increasingly conscious of the war.
There is a greater demand for technical books and for help
in the various trades connected with the war effort. Demands
for books as the war still continues, and the great use of maga-
zines and newspapers for up to the minute news of the world,
give evidence that the public wishes to keep informed on cur-
rent events.
Reading contests for the children were held during the
summer. Book week was again celebrated this year vdth
the customary display of books in the lobby. During the year
the Library cooperated in the Author's Tea sponsored by the
Laconia Evening Citizen. The Library has, during the past
year, served as a collecting center for books sent to the armed
forces and a number of schools in the southern states. In the
fall both Libraries served as registration centers in connection
with the 50th Anniversary of the City.
A small beginning towards a Children's Room was made
when a corner of the reference room was converted to a chil-
dren's corner. A reading table and bench, together with a
round table with chairs were purchased for this purpose.
The First Parish Society of Gilmanton presented the Li-
brary, on a loan account, their old pewter communion vessels
used in the church for over one hundred years, and various
other objects including an old Bible and old records of the
church, all enclosed in a cabinet given for that purpose.
The Memorial Hall was open to the Art Club for their an-
nual exhibition.
Repairs have been made to the stone work, particularly
the tower, during the past year. Also the Librarian's room
and all space in the basement, except the boiler room, has been
painted, ceilings, walls and floors.
The grounds around the building have been maintained
in their usual attractiveness. The "V" garden was again in
evidence. Three benches were installed on the back lavm for
the benefit of those wishing to use them for lunches. A drink-
ing fountain was also installed on the back lawn for the bene-
fit of the public. One unfortunate incident was the breaking
of the flag pole, caused by deterioration. This was repaired at
considerable expense and is now eleven feet shorter than the
original length.
As an over all picture, the Trustees feel that both Libraries




Chairman, Board of Trustees.
Circulation
Circulation' 59,204
Number of books added during year by purchase 1,110
Number of books added during year by gift 109
Number of books withdrawn during year 607
Periodicals received (excluding duplicates) 137
Newspapers received (excluding duplicates) 8
Number of new registrations 408
Number of days open 303
Number of books borrowed on inter-library loan 33
TREASURER
To the Board of Trustees of the Laconia Public Library:
I herewith submit my report as treasurer of the Laco-
nia Public Library for the year ending Feb. 15, 1944, as follows:
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1943. $18.48
Received from estate of Napoleon B. Gale 1,732.92
Received from City of Laconia 10,000.00
Received from Book Sale 56.98
Received from Fines & Rentals 308.92
Received from Jewell Fund 228.75
Received from Avery Fund 50.00
Received from Ladd Fund 3.75
Received from Esty Fund 28.75
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Received from Busiel Fund
Received from Ashman Fimd











Library Supplies & Stationery






Accrude Expenditures for Books, Furniture & Im-
provements
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1944
GALE PARK FUND
Balance on hand Feb. 15, 1943
Received from N. B. Gale Estate
Received from City of Laconia
Expenditures
Accrued expenditures for Improvements




































BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Laconia, New Hampshire
February 15, 1944.
To the Honorable Mayor and Citj' Council:
We hereby present the forty-third annual report of the
Board of Public Works including the detailed financial state-
ment covering the operations of the City Engineering, Street
and Sewer Departments during the past fiscal year.
We are appending hereto a copy of the report and sug-
gestions of the City Engineer as submitted to us and we recom-
mend the same for your consideration.
In common with other communities, we have carried on
with the handicap of decreased manpower and reduced facil-
ities in many directions, but the garment has been fashioned
according to the available material and at the year's end, we
are able to report a balance on the right side of the ledger.
For the attainment of this desirable result, credit is due
the City Engineer and his assistant, the formen and regxilar
men of the department for faithful and untiring work in their
several capacities.
As the Engineer suggests, in his report, our citizens also
should be credited with a general spirit of loyalty and coopera-
tion and have without complaint, made allowances, when the
services have been below the standards that might be expected
in normal times.
Although it is hoped and expected that the trying condi-
tions which have prevailed during the past few years will not
long continue, and much consideration is already being given,
and properly so, to Post War planning for Public Works to take
up the slack of unemployment likely to ensue, it is our opinion
that not much actual construction work can be undertaken this
year and problems of Maintenance will still be our chief con-
cern.
The recommendations of the City Engineer relative to the
purchase of a snow loader, a mechanical sweeper and an early
exchange of trucks, are endorsed by us as practical and in the
public interest.
In spite of decreased revenues from motor vehicle fimds
and the gasoline road toll it appears that the State will be
able to offer the cities and towns the T. R. A. fimds for use on
Class V roads in practically the same proportion and amounts
as last year and the city's participation is recommended.
As we have suggested in reports of other years, our city
has a large capital investment in improved streets and side-
walks and it would seem to be simply a matter of good busi-
ness to allot sufficient funds to keep them in repair.
Having in mind the routine maintenance, winter expense and
the customary all year work, including scavenger service, we
would recommend the following schedule for the ensuing year:
General Repairs and Maintenance




To The Board of Public Works:
Gentlemen
:
The following is presented as the report of the Public
Works Department. The amount expended for the fiscal
year, ending February 15, 1944 was $90,737.96 and is itemized




A 6" lateral sanitary sewer was built on Winnicoash Street
and two house connections were made to it. A number of new
manholes were built on some of the older mains, in order to
gain better access to them for cleaning and flushing, and some
of the old type flush tanks were rebuilt and converted to
manholes. Our 32 miles of sewerage system was given a thor-
ough flushing and is in good condition. We had two blockages
that might have been serious had they not been detected in
time. These obstructions, resulted from ground water being
drained from cellars through the house connections, carrying
wood and paper, into the main sewer. The practice of utiliz-
ing the sanitary sewers for draining surface water is one that
should be discouraged because the system was designed and
should be used for plumbing drainage only.
Plumbing
Fourteen new connections were made to the sanitary
sewers and 46 permits for plumbing additions were issued and
the work inspected. No new plumbing licenses were issued
during the year.
Bridges
The cost of maintenance of our bridges was small, but
a few minor repairs being required. Repairs were made to
the deck of the Mill Street wooden bridge and stringers and
planks were renewed on the two wooden bridges on the Hilliard
road.
The Fair and Messer Street steel bridges should be given
a coat of bridge paint this summer.
Tarring
Three hundred thousand square yards of gravel and
macadam streets and roads were surface treated with 60,000
gallons of No. 5 road tar, which was covered with sand and
honed with equipment rented from the State Highway Depart-
ment. Two applications of tar, the first an % of a gallon to
the square yard and the second a % gallon were given the
cement-concrete section of road between Bridge and Stark
Streets and should receive another treatment this year.
The asphalt surface on Main Street, through the business
section, is developing sags and depressions and is worn through
to the cement base in a number of places. Patching these spots
will possibly suffice for a year or so, but the street should re-
ceive a hot-laid resurfacing in the not too distant future. The
street surface was built a number of years ago and has with-
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stood considerable wear with but a small expenditure for main-
tenance.
Cleaning Streets
We have endeavored to maintain our highways in a clean
and sanitary condition. Our business and other heavily tra-
velled streets receiving daily attention and highways leading
into the city cleaned at least weekly. The cost of the spring
sweeping of streets and sidewalks of the accumulation of sand
applied during the winter months is considerable and could
be reduced, if the department possessed a mechanical sweeper.
Such a machine could also be used to good advantage in clean-
ing streets of the excess sand after tarring operations.
General
Because of conditions associated with the war-scarcity of
labor and materials, no new construction was undertaken by
the department, with the exception of the sewer mentioned
elsewhere in this report. I will not make any recommendations
for proposed construction for the coming season, feeling that
the same conditions will prevail.
The two remaining horses, owned by the city were laid
away last year. They had served the city for a number of
years, but had reached the age when to dispose of them was
the rnost merciful thing to do. I would recommend that one
be replaced for use in the Lakeport division.
No sidewalk recovering weis undertaken; the contractor
being unable to obtain a force to operate his asphalt plant.
Conditions, in that respect, look brighter for the coming sea-
son and with a good prospect that asphalt will be available,
a liberal appropriation should be made for this work. We have
a number of miles of asphalt walks within the city and to main-
tain them in good condition, a certain percentage should be
recoated each year.
The balance of $157.76 carried over from last year, with a
like amount from the state was expended on Elm Street, north
of Massachusetts Avenue, grading shoulders, ditches and banks
and this section of the street will now be taken over by the
State Highway Department for summer maintenance.
Under the T. R. A. (Town Road Aid) account the sum
of $2,964.20 was expended on our outlying roads. Culverts
were installed, banks cut back, road beds widened and gi'avelled
on the Smith, Morgan and Lane roads. The city's share of
this expense was $592.84, the balance being furnished by the
state.
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As you will observe in the Financial Statement, some of
the accounts overrun their appropriations, although it does
show an overall balance. In this connection, I would point out
that the rise in cost of repairs to trucks, of maintaining the
horses and of some materials is 35% above that of last year.
A number of our trucks are old and a further increase in cost
for repairs to them is to be expected this year. The depart-
ment's five trucks, with one exception, are in ton units and
while satisfactory for our summer work are not adequate for
plowing in the hilly sections of the city. When funds are
available and trucks can be purchased, I would recommend
that at least two of them be exchanged for heavier units and
equipped with suitable plows.
To obtain sufficient help to do the necessary plowing and
sanding of our streets and sidewalks and at the same time to
make much progress in removing snow from our business dis-
trict has been impossible and the only solution I can offer to
speed up this service would be the purchase of a snow loader,
which would eliminate almost completely the need of extra
laborers.
The foremen and regular men, who worked day and night
when the occasion demanded, are to be commended for their
faithfulness and efficiency in keeping our streets and sidewalks
open to vehicles and foot traffic, and a word of credit is due our
citizens, who, as a whole, appreciated the handicap the de-





Supt. of Streets and Sewers.
SEWER STATISTICS
Number of house connections February 15, 1943 2.564
Number of house connections made in 1943 14
Number of house connections Feburay 15, 1944 2,578
Cost of Sanitary Sewer System February 15, 1943 $235,005.50
Expended in 1943 1,794.71
Cost of Sanitary Sewer System February 14, 1944 $236,800.21
Length of Sanitary Sewer System 32.154 miles
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CITY SOLICITOR
To The Honorable Mayor and City Cotincil:
Gentlemen:
I have been acting City Solicitor filling the vacancy caused
by Mr. Keller's enlistment in the armed forces of the United
States since July 1, 1943. The case of Tefft vs. the City of
Laconia was tried at the present term of Superior Court before
Judge Young without a jury. A decision has been rendered
in the City's favor. The case required a good deal of time spent
in preparation, trial and written argnments. It involves the
question whether a fireman hired by the Chief of the fire depart-
ment can be discharged by action of the Chief and board of fire
engineers without a hearing on charges preferred. The deter-
mination of the question is of considerable importance to the
future conduct of this department of the City Government.
I have attended Council meetings and submitted numerous
opinions both written and oral to various city officials. Sev-
eral deeds and other documents have been drawn at the re-
quest of the Mayor and Council and I have endeavored to





To The Honorable Mayor and City Council:
We respectfully submit the report of The Chief of Police
George N. Hubbard for the year 1943. We respectfully urge
your careful reading of the report which gives a comprehensive






Report of Chief of Police to the Board of Police Commis-




Whole number of arrests 211
Causes of Arrest
Aggravated assault, 1
Arrested for out-of-tow^n officers, 1
Assault, 7
Assault on an officer, 2
Bastardy, 1
Breaking and entering and larceny, 4
Cruelty to animals, 1
U. S. army, navy, stragglers, 15
Disorderly conduct, 4





Failing to have car registered, 2
Failing to stop car after injury, 1
Failing to have auto inspected, 1
Insane persons, 9
Indecent conduct, 1
Keeping unlicensed dog, 1
Larceny, 12
Lasivious Person, 4
Non-support of family, 2
Over speeding auto, 4
Operating auto without license, 5
Operating auto while under influence of liquor, 5
Operating auto after license is revoked, 1
Procuring liquor for a minor, 1
Safe keeping, 2
Selling cider, 1
Selling Stocks without a license, 1
Allowing unlicensed person to operate 4
Contributing to Juvenile Delinquency, 4
Violation of fish and game laws, 1
Violation of Traffic regulation, 2
Violation of Compensation Laws, 1
Violation of Milk regulation, 1
Violation of Food regulation, 1
Impersonating a U. S. Sailor 1
Total, 211
How Disposed Of
Paid fine and costs, 103
Delivered to out-of-town officers, 17
Discharged by the Court, 5
Committed to house of correction upon sentence, 27
Committed to State hospital, 6
Complaints placed on file, 3
Complaints dismissed, 2
Complaints nol prossed, 3
Suspended Sentence, 3
Appealed to Superior Court, 1
Discharged without being brought before the Court, 3








Number of persons furnished lodgings, 81
Incidental Servicer
Accidents reported, §4
Disturbances quelled without arrest, 16
Dangerous dogs, notice served to owners. 11
Dangerous sidewalks reported, 2
Dangerous streets reported, 7
Breaks in water pipes reported, 7
Fires extinguished without alarm, 3
Fires discovered and alarms given, 4
Lost children restored to parents, 33
Dead bodies recovered, 2
Store doors found open and secured, 895
Complaints received and investigated, 729
Larcenies reported, ^ 32






Stolen Autos Recovered, 3
Tel. Duty Calls, 20,727
Police Radio Calls, 8,093




To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen: I herewith submit my annual report as Clerk
of the Municipal Court of Laconia.
The criminal cases brought before the Court and disposal
of same are shown in detail by the report of the Chief of Police.
The cash receipts of the Court and the disposition of same stun-
marize as follows:
RECEIPTS
Received from fines and costs $2,745.07
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Writs, warrants and entry fees 19.52
Entry fees, Small Claims Court 34.18
$2,798.77
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Witness' and officers' fees $32.88
Postage, small claims 2.54





OVERSEER OF THE POOR
To the Honorable Mayor and Council of the City of Laconia:
Gentlemen
:
It is my privilege and duty to submit wherewith my first
report as Deputy Overseer of the Poor for the year ending
February 15, 1944.
I have endeavored to investigate all city cases and find the
greater part of calls for aid have been from sickness and acci-
dents. There were 55 persons on relief February 1, 1943 and
20 February 1944, a reduction of 35 persons; the decrease is
largely to be credited to employment.
The amount appropriated for support of poor for year
ending February 15, 1944 was $14,000.00. Received from re-
funds $219.22, total receipts $14,219.22, amount unexpended
$4,643.85, which was transferred to excess and deficiency ac-
count by direction of the City Council.
Respectfully submitted,
MILDRED H. BUCKLIN,
Deputy Overseer of the Poor.
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IN MEMORIAM
Artnur C. S. Randlett
Overseer of tke Poor
1898 to 1902, 1904, 1908
ana
1932 to 1943
Born in Belmont, New Hanipsliire
January 6, 1870
Died in Laconia, New Hanipsliire,
DeceniLer 20, 1943
Arthur Rana/ett was a faithful servant ahvai/s
exeniphfi/mg sipiipathy ana feehncj for the
unfortunate; yet fn-ni ana couracjeous ni the
performance of his ciuty.

PARK COMMISSION
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
As Secretary of the Park Commission, I submit the fol-
lowing report for the year ending December 31st, 1943.
Mr. Richard Shelley, Chairman of the Board of Park Com-
mission called a meeting in April to prepare the budget for
the consideration of the City Council. Meetings were held in
May to arrange the summer program and in November for
the winter program. Board meetings were attended by all
the Board members—Mrs. Lawrence Holt—Dr. Clarence Rowe
-—Mayor Robinson W. Smith—Mrs. Percy Philbrook—and Mr.
Richard Shelley, Chairman. A special meeting was held in
Jvme in conjunction with the School Board, Mr. Clark McDer-
mith, presiding.
Summer playgrounds were in charge of the following:
Leavitt Park, Mr. Charles Peterson and Miss Esma Ford—
-
Opechee Park, Miss Jessie Dutrizac, Miss Anna Arnell, and
Miss Margaret Goranson—Wyatt Park, Miss Marjorie White-
house. In conjunction with the Red Cross Life Saving Pro-
gram, Miss Jessie Dutrizac also served as the Life Saver on
duty evenings and Sundays at Opechee Park.
Each Park carries on activities in the various Club Houses.
Leavitt Park is used by Cub Pack troops, the Lakeport Wo-
man's Club, the Leavitt Park Club and many social activities.
Opechee Park is used each week by Hi-Y groups—Y.W.C.A.
groups and the Opechee Park Young Peoples Social Group,
The 4-H groups held a few meetings and their Summer Fair
at the Opechee Community House. Wyatt Park is used by
the Wyatt Park Club and some activities as a Community
Center.
An eight weeks period for Skating Rinks was contracted
for by the following: Leavitt Park, Mr. Victor Walker—Casino
Square, Mr. Wilfred Gilbert—Opechee and Wyatt Parks, Mr.
John O'Connor.
The City of Laconia has excellent Park facilities and Com-
munity houses and the Park is pleased to report that the
Summer program was on a much larger scale this year, more









Other neat stock, 25 1.435.00
Hogs, 64 1.190.00
Fowls, 868 883.00
Fur bearing animals, 3 9.00
Vehicles not including automobiles, 25 9,300.00
Boats and launches, 205 72,900.00
Wood and lumber 1,100.00
Gasoline pumps and tanks 27,550.00
Stock in trade 1.906,450.00
Factories and machinery 1,178.823.00
National Bank stock at 1 per cent . 192,465.00
$15,987,516.00
Valuation of Ward 1 $1,601,724.00
Valuation of Ward 2 3,111,382.00
Valuation of Ward 3 2,679.502.00
Valuation of Ward 4 2,791,817.00
Valuation of Ward 5 1,672,349.00
Valuation of Ward 6 3,938,277.00
National Bank stock at 1 per cent 192,465.00
$15,987,516.00
Taxes on National Bank Stock at 1 per cent
as per state law $1,924.65
Taxes assessed, real estate and personal
property 477,010.53


































State Aid Roads (T. R. A. )
Lakes Region Development





Parks and Playgrounds and Skating Rinks
Hydrant Service














To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The following is an account of the money that I have received
for the City for the year ending February 15, 1944 and the sources
from which the same was received:
DOG LICENSES
Male dogs for year 1942
Male dogs for portion of year 1942
Male dogs for portion of year 1942
Male dogs for portion of year 1942
Female dogs for year 1942
Male dogs for portion of year 1943
Male dogs for portion of year 1943
Male dogs for year 1943
Female dogs for portion of year 1943
Female dogs for year 1943
Male dogs for year 1944
Female dogs for year 1943
Kennels: Breeder, Under Chapter 61,
Laws 1927, 8 licenses issued cover
42 dogs 104.00
Total number of dogs licensed 940.
62 @
SHOW AND OTHER LICENSES





Forrest Smith, milk licenses
Paid Treasurer as per vouchers
$3.50
Miscellaneous:
Armstrong Co., rent of concessions $400.00
Elmer Brooks, sale of wood 336.00
Fees, marriage licenses and recordings 728.37
Fire Department, receipts 199.00
Fuel Department, sale of wood 141.50
The Globe Indemnity Co., damage settlement 914.97
Arthur A. Jewett, sale of wood 176.00
Laconia Shoe Co., rent of Shop No. 18 866.58
Laconia Shoe Co., account rent in office building 420.00
Leavitt Fund, receipts 593.25
Parks and Playgrounds, rentals and refunds 22.10
Pay Toilets, Weirs 166.52
Arthur Peaslee, rent 35.00
Police Department, receipts 914.67
Public Health Nurse, receipts 380.19
Bernard Smith, rent 100.00
Stamps, maps and incidentals 40.86
Support of Poor, refunds 201.22
Town of Gilford, rebate on street lighting 262.32
Victory Gardens, receipts 100.50
Weirs Development, refund 6.00
Carl Wright, sale of wood 22.00
$7,027.05
Paid Treasurer as per vouchers $7,472.80
Motor Vehicle:
Received on permits for balance of year 1942 $14.01
Received on permits for 1943 9,524.93
Received on permits for 1944 773.65
$10,312.5^






To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
of the City of Laconia:
I hereby submit my report as Collector of Taxes for the
City of Laconia for the fiscal year ending February 15, 1944.
1943 TAX
Amount of 1943 tax committed by Board of
Assessors $493,011.18
Amount of added tax committed ^ 2,179.08
Amount of added tax not committed 410.00
Amount of interest collected 103.80
$495,704.06
Amount collected to February 15, 1944 $461,749.72
Amount abated 4,073.38
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 29,880.96
$495,704.06
1942 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1943 $37,189.35
Amount added tax not committed 146.00
Amount of interest collected 2,051.27
$39,386.62
Amount collected to February 15, 1944 $35,210.88
Amount abated 1,725.63
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 2,450.11
$39,386.62
1941 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1943 $3,087.12
Amount of added tax 6.00
Amount of interest collected 52.18
$3,145.30
Amount collected to February 15, 1944 $408.72
Amount abated 752.40
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 1,984.18
$3,145.30
1940 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1943 $2,114.14
Amount of added tax 34.90
Amount of interest collected 50.22
$2,199.26
Amount collected to February 15, 1944 $259.50
Amount abated 702.56
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 1,237.20
$2,199.26
1939 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1943 $1,637.31
Amount of added tax 1.24
Amount of interest collected 41.43
$1,679.98
Amount collected to February 15, 1944 $187.99
Error in added tax for 1939 17.35
Amount abated 568.08
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 906.56.
$1,679.98
1938 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1943 $1,042.60
Amoimt of added tax 295.23
Amount of added tax in 1943 13.85
Amount of interest collected 43.62
$1,395.30
Amount collected to February 15, 1944 $306.79
Amount abated 501.68
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 586.83
$1,395.30
1937 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1943 $792.86
Amount of added tax 289.74
Error on abatements 10.00
Amoiuit of interest collected 50.69
$1,143.29
Amount collected to February 15, 1944 $303.37
Amoimt abated 408.30




Amount uncollected February 15, 1943 $543.09
Amount of added tax 44.40
Amoimt of interest collected 20.18
$607.67




Total amount collected 1943 tax $461,749.72
Total amount collected 1942 tax 35 210.88
Total amoimt collected 1941 tax 408.72
Total amount collected 1940 tax 259.50
Total amount collected 1939 tax 187.99
Total amount collected 1938 tax 306.79
Total amount collected 1937 tax 303.37
Total amount collected 1936 tax 79.67
Total amount collected (Property sold for taxes) 12,698.77
$511,205.41
TAX SALES REDEEMED
1939 TAXES: Redeemed $148.75
1940 TAXES: Redeemed 5,059.57
1941 TAXES: Redeemed 3,013.23
1942 TAXES: Redeemed 2,852.78






To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
of the City of Laconia:
I hereby submit my report as Treasurer of the City of
Laconia for the year ending- February 15, 1944 as follows:
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand February 15, 1943 $28,356.91
American Legion Convention 144.88
City Officers Expense 7.00
Dog Licenses 2,305.75




Interest on Taxes 4,037.83














State of N. H.
Savings Bank Tax 10,230.32
Railroad Tax 1,514.55
Interest & Dividends Tax 10,425.60











































































































































Red Cross Rent 240.00
Salaries 16,867.34
School Dept. 197,631.42
Support of Poor 9,575.37
Spanish War Vets. 150.00
Street Lighting 18,947.82
Trust Funds 1,430.00
1942 Tax Sale 8,471.89
Vital Statistics 206.25














for payment of bills against the city
All bills against the city must be approved by the per-
sons authorizing the charge, and unless this is done, no action.
can be had upon the bill by the committee on accounts and
claims, and no order will be given for its payment.
When bills are certified to as above, and left with the
City Clerk not later than Thursday at 12 o'clock M., pre-
ceding the last Monday of each month, they will be audited
by the committee on accounts and claims, and if approved by
them and allowed by the Council, will be ready for payment
on the following Wednesday, at the office of the City Treasurer.
Meetings of the committee on accounts and claims are
held on Friday preceding the last Monday of each month at
7:30 p: m., at the City Clerk's Office
CITY EXPENSES
For the year ending February 15, 1944
Being an itemized account made up from the books of City
Clerk of the payments made by the City Treasurer on account
of running expenses.
The arrangement of the details of expenditures which
follow is intended to give such information as is desired by the
public.
Items of payments to the same person or firm at different
times are included in the aggregate amovmt given, if paid
for the same objects. Efforts have been made to ascertain
and pay all approved bills to date.
COUNTY TAX
Appropriation $69,278.16
Paid Ralph C. Kimball, treasurer, county tax $69,278.16
FINANCIAL REPORTS
Showing in detail receipts and expenditures
BOARD OF PUBLIC \^ ORKS
Appropriations $88,936.61
RECEIVED FROM:
Harry Abrams, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Samuel D. Achber, Labor 20.00
Mrs. Ola Bagley, Sewer Permit and Connection 48.59
Sidney Baker, Tar 7.80
Joseph L. Bassette, Labor 3.26
William A. Beauchaine, Labor on Sewer Connection 40.00
Gedeon Bilodeau, Sewer Permit and Connection 52.72
Adolphas Bisson, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
W. M. Bisson, Labor 43.00
Ernest Bowen, Sewer Permit 5.00
Howard E. Bowen, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
W. T. Boyd & Son, Chloride 4.50
Mary Bushey, Tarring 3.37
Byse Insurance Agency, Labor 8.56
Foster Campbell, Tarring 3.37
Mrs. Alice W. Cawley, Labor on Drain 7.40
Emile Chabot, Labor 6.20
Charles Cheney, Sewer Permit and Connection 10.00
City of Laconia, Anniversary Celebration 38.02
City of Laconia, Miscellaneous Account 33.02
City of Laconia, Park Department 75.95
Harry Clark, Labor 4.11
Cook's Lumber Company, Chloride 3.00
Claude C. Dame, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Clara W. Dearborn, Sewer Permit and Connection 30.00
Fred Dearborn, Plumbing Examination 1.00
George A. Decelles, Plumbing License .50
Joseph Decelles, Tar 13.50
Israel DeVarney, Labor 5.65
Nelson Dionne, Material 10.48
James W. Dougal, Sewer Connection 74.46
Charles H. Dow, Tarring 13.00
Arthur Duhig, Post 2.00
Farm Service Company, Labor 18.23
Charles R. Fisher, Material 4.35
Samuel Fitts Sr., Sewer Permit and Connection 93.99
E. J. Fitzgerald, Labor 36.90
Walter W. Foster, Plumbing License .50
Franklin Methodist Church, Sewer Permit and Con-
nection 71.35
Gale Memorial Library, Labor on Flag Pole 191.69
Henry Gilbert, Tar 14.85
Wilfred J. Gilbert, Tarring and use of Pump 25.78
Simon U. Gill, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Frank Guba, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Loran D. Harvey, Plumbing License .50
Mrs. Beatrice Hatch, Sewer Permit and Connection 38.59
Kenneth Hopkins, Material 3.60
John Hoyt, Sewer Permit and Connection 70.00
George Hubbard, Tarring 12.00
Lucien Keroack, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Ralph Kimball, Labor 2.13
Fred A. Kuss, Stone 5.00
Albert LaBranche, Plumbing License .50
Leon LaBranche, Plumbing License .50
Laconia Clinic, Curbing 4.50
Laconia Country Club, Labor 12.60
Laconia Hospital, Labor 63.28
Laconia Malleable Iron Co., Use of Hammer 12.95
Laconia Rotary Club, Labor 31.00
Laconia School Department, Tarring 35.00
Laconia Water Company, Labor 105.82
Alphonse J. Landry, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Arthur Landry, Plumbing License .50
Raymond Landry, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Lionel La Pointe, Plumbing License .50
Henry Lessard, Material 2.70
Samuel D. Marcroft, Labor 3.29
Maurice Melnick Est., Sewer Permit and Connection 64.07
Meredith T.R.A., Use of Compressor 12.00
Alfred Mitchell, Sewer Permit and Connection 64.71
George R. Monell, Labor 67.46
H. E. Monell, Dynamite .55
Lester N. Moore, Labor 67.46
Northern Heating and Plumbing Company, Labor 7.50
Stewart G. Noyes, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Arnold J. O'Mara, Material 5.48
Thomas N. O'Mara, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
George Perry, Use of Pump 1.00
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Robert Perry, Labor 7.92
J. P. Pitman & Company, Labor 4.45
Maurice H. Plaisted, Plumbing Licenses 2.00
Public Service Company of New Hampshire, Labor 33.42
Rumney S.A.O., Use of Compressor 27.30
Mrs. Martin C. Ryan, Labor 5.00
Isaac Sakansky, Old Iron 3.25
Arthur Samson, Sewer Permit and Connection 69.72
Scott & Williams, Inc., Chloride 30.00
Walter Senter, Sewer Permit and Connection 104.63
E. W. Simons, Use of Mixer 5.00
Carl M. Smith, Sewer .Permit and Connection 84.90
Maynard M. Smith, Sewer Permit and Connection 112.26
Harold Stanyon, Chloride 1.50
State of New Hampshire, S.A.O., Labor 6.28
State of New Hampshire, T.R.A., Labor 27.91
State of New Hampshire, Refund on T.R.A. 159.93
Edwin S. Stevenson, Labor 7.40
Joseph Suchocki, Sewer Permit and Connection 81.21
Rex B. Swain, Plumbing License .50
Town of Belmont, Use of Gas Roller 59.94
George Valliere, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
J. H. Valliere Plumbing Company, Labor 27.01
Bertram G. Walker, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Thomas H. Walsh, Plumbing Licenses 1.00
Herbert F. Webber, Labor 18.75
Henry E. Woelfie, M. D. Labor 28.57
PAID AS FOLLOWS:
Allen-Rogers Corp., Rolls for Loader
American Public Works Assoc, Subscription
Sidney F. Baker, Sheet Metal
Belknap County Commissioners, Dynamite License
G. J. Blais, Keys,
Harry Bloomfield, Kerosene
Boston & Maine Railroad, Freight
The Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Company, Lumber and
Cement
Brown Company, Chlorine
Burroughs Adding Machine Company, Typewriter
Ribbon and Paper














Cantin Chevrolet Company, Garage Work 224.16
Henry Camire, Hauling Hay 4.00
J. H. Chase, Garage Work 119.70
The Citizen Publishing Company, Printing 46.25
Aaron Clark, Dump Rental 50.00
Concord Foundry & Machine Company, Castings 48.00
Cook's Lumber Company, Lumber and Cement 263.55
Elmer Cutting, Labor 5.00
W. S. Darley, Sewer Flushing Hose 230.10
Herbert Davis, Hay 19.21
L. A. Dearth, Pattern Work 69.73
Depot Square Auto Supply, Auto Supplies 214.15
The Diamond Match Company, Lumber and Tile Pipe 8.11
Eugene Dietzgen Co., Inc., Drafting Supplies 4.44
John H. Dovir, Gasoline 1,410.58
Peter Drouin , Hay 207.84
Peter Dutile, Coal and Kerosene 112.80
Eastern Pine Sales Corp., Lumber 19.80
Farm Service Company, Grain 426.75
Cleophas L. Fecteau, Hay 136.06
Fellow's Garage, Garage Work 3.15
R. L. Files & H. J. O'Keefe Company, Plow Blades 21.50
Folsom Auto Service, Garage Work 6.75
The Fuller Brush Company, Brooms 156.70
Wilfred J. Gilbert, Labor 77.10
Charles J. Goss, Grain 465.13
John M. Guay Hardware Co., Hardware 4.25
Gulf Service Station, Kerosene .48
Hardsogg Wonder Drill Company, Drill Part 40.00
B. T. Hardy, Blacksmithing 230.91
Harvey Sales & Service Co., Pump Parts 4.28
George Head, Anti-freeze and Globes 42.70
Hedge & Mattheis Co., Plow Parts, Shovels 69.83
Park R. Hoyt, M. D. Medical Services 2.00
W. D. Huse & Sons, Labor and Machine Work 303.44
Independent Coal Tar Company, Tar 4,058.83
International Salt Company, Salt 439.72
J. W. Jacques, Upholstering Work 17.30
Kelly's Army & Navy Store, Rain Hats 2.85
Laconia Electric Shop, Labor 26.10
Laconia Fire Department, Use of hose and heating
Barn 165.00
Laconia Hardware Company, Supplies 19.28
Laconia Hospital, Services 40.45
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Laconia Malleable Iron Co., Inc., Pattern 50.15
Laconia Milling Corp., Lumber 7.50
Laconia Water Company, Water Rent 422.77
Alphonse J. Landry, Labor 6.95
Elodore Larrivee, Dump Rental 200.00
Lougee-Robinson Company, Chair 6.95
Maher's Bookstore, Supplies 39.01
B. L. Makepeace, Inc., Drafting Supplies 123.04
Manchester Sand & Gravel Company, Use of
Backdigger 229.00
McLoughlin Iron Foundry Company, Castings 84.66
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Subscription 10.00
H. H. McGuire & Co., Inc., Tar 4,027.42
Melcher & Prescott Insurance Agency, Premiums on
Policys 109.57
Meredith Trading Post, Stove 12.00
Arthur Mongeon, Labor 15.00
John B. Morin, Agency, Premiums on Policys 64.00
J. J. Morin, Supplies 112.90
Leon Morin, Dump Rental and Sand 376.40
E. H. Moulton, Harness Repairs 22.40
Munsey & Brazil, Premiums on Policys 75.36
Muzzey & Hopkins, Hardware and Supplies 122.71
New England Telegraph & Telephone Company Tele-
phone Service 212.20
New Hampshire Explosive Company, Plow Blades
and Supplies 91.00
Dr. Alice Normandin, Services 30.00
Dr. Armand Normandin, Services 4.00
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Company, Labor 11.34
John E. O'Connor, Stone dust 2.38
O'Shea's Department Store, Raincoats and Cloth 23.25
P. I. Perkins Company, Gasoline Sander 294.00
Persons Majestic Manufacturing Company, Red Re-
flectors 5.08
Peterboro Basket Company, Baskets 8.05
Gilbert A. Phelps, Kerosene and Gasoline 3.66
J. P. Pitman & Company, Harware and Supplies 153.08
Public Service Company of New Hampshire, Light
and Power 141.94
Norman G. Pynn, Garage Work 748.69
J. L. Roberts, Coal 76.84
Scott & Williams, Inc., Repairing Pump and Blue-
prints 33.85
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Smith Lumber Yard, Lumber 105.34
Spear Welding Company, Welding 9.00
George C. Stafford & Sons, Oil 113.48
State Highway Garage, Repairs on Sanders 116.22
Story Drug Store, Supplies 3.50
Tarlson's General Store, Kerosene .75
The Tavern Garage, Anti-freeze, Cross chains, and
supplies 272.23
Maurice Taylor, Hay 11.70
Thompson & Hoague, Toe Calks 28.60
Treasurer of The State of New Hampshire, Labor,
and City's share TRA & SAO 1,069.45
Trimount Bituminus Products Co., Tar 511.68
O. H. Turgeon Company., Soldering ' 11.44
J. H. Valliere Company, Labor 10.55
Waldo Brothers Company, Rope and Shovels 92.79
William Warren, Loam 6.50
Week's & Smith, Dynamite and Basket 18.10
H. P. Welch Company, Freight 4.43
Willey's Express, Freight 7.37
Winnipesaukee Water Company, Water Rent 20.00











State of N. H. 25% of assistance rendered $12,905.29








Mrs. Eva Abbott, Supervisor of School lunch project $380.00
The Achber Studio, photos for Ordinance book 51.00
Ass'n. of N. H. Assessors, dues 2.00
Carl F. Blaisdell, labor on tax map 173.75
Boston & Maine Railroad, fuel .65
Mary M. Boucher, refund poll taxes 4.00
Brown & Saltmarsh Inc., tax sales blanks 3.06
Byse Insurance Agcy., insurance 46.00
John C. Camp, refund on poll tax 2.07
M. J. Carroll, stamps and envelopes 391.40
Rev. John A. Chapin, refund on poll tax 2.00
Fred N. Chatfield, refund on poll tax 2.07
Amsterdam Printing & Lithographing Co., printing
forms 12.11
Belledeau & Co., supplies 1.58
The Birmingham Pen Co., pens 7.12
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., supplies 16.45
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing city reports 1,508.00
ordinance books, 1,259.45
printing supplies, 174.85
Edson C. Eastman Co., tax books and binders 84.33
John M. Guay Hdw., repairs and supplies 9.07
Laconia-Lakeport Ice Co., ice for cooler 24.20
Laconia Water Co., service and labor 41.30
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 27.40
A. E. Martell Co., supplies 45.88
Neal Printing & Binding Co., record book 31.93
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 147.27
Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies 10.40
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 83.68
The Chas. C. Rogers Co. Inc., repairs and supplies 91.35
Fred L. Tower Co's., N. H. registrar 10.00
The Western Union Telegraph Co., time service 18.00
The Cragg Bindery, binding books, 43.50
Depot Sq. Auto Supply, rent of parking lot 75.00
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Chas. B. Downer, listing poll and dog taxes 35.00
Rita Eldredge, taking depositions 2.02
James E. Evans, burying dead animals 312.50
Fashion Furrier Shop, alterations on service flag 3.00
Earl Flanders, stamps and supplies 154.84
Robert A. Foss, printing blanks 12.00
W. & L. E. Gurley, supplies 7.16
Ralph W. Hall, taking poll and dog tax list 35.00
N. Joy Harriman, rent of hall for T. B. Clinics 120.00
Mary L. Haven, tax on Philbrook lot 18.56
Geo. A. Head, labor and supplies 1.75
Highways & Bridges, repr. Gale Ave wharf 8.95
Bertha A. Hill, listing transfers 2.80
Charles L. Kimball, expense attending Tax Meeting 4.62
Rachel Lachance, refund poll tax 2.00
Laconia Electric Shop, labor and material 3.63
Elizabeth Lemere, refund poll tax 2.00
Leon & Hays, supplies 6.05
Edward L. Lydiard Inc., printing tax bills, 67.75
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 77.01
Annie & Alexander MacKay, refund on taxes in error 18.12
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance 97.50
George A. Milette, expenses to Tax Meeting 4.67
The J. Milton Hagy Waste, cheese cloth 15.00
John B. Morin Agency, insurance 12.50
Munsey & Brazil Inc., insurance 172.50
Frank W. Muzzey, taking poll and dog tax list 35.00
Muzzey & Hopkins, labor and supplies 7.95
National Shawmut Bank of Boston, postage .24
N. H. Dept. The American Legion, space in year book 100.00
The News & Critic, printing cards 15.00
Henry Piper, refund on poll tax 2.11
James N. Salta, 2 water coolers 30.00
Elizabeth H. Sanborn, list of transfers and recording
deeds 117.97
Rena Sargent, refund on poll taxes 4.00
State Planning & Development Comm. reprints of
Abstracts for Laconia 4.40
State of N. H. Dept. of Weights & Measures, seals 5.00
Story Drug Store, supplies 1.59
Fred A. Tilton, premium on collectors bond 125.00
Harry E. Trapp, entry fees 2.40
Mabel S. Turner, entertainment D.A.R. 50.00
The Wage Earner, advertising 5.00
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W. G. Waston, mowing rural cemeteries 11.00
The Webster Print Shop, printing 16.50
Harold E. Wescott, postage and suplies 9.68




Received for materials and service rendered 449.22
$27,183.78
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Blanchard Associates, supplies $15.00
A. J. Blunden, labor repairing fire alarm boxes 24.38
Boston & Maine R. R., land rent 1.00
Buffalo Fire Appliance Corp., repairs 9.02
Byse Insurance Agency, insurance 267.30
American LaFrance Foamite Co., supplies 44.76
Baker & Co., supplies 12.90
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber 14.49
Cantin Chev. Co., service and supplies 9.50
J. H. Chase Co., labor and material 151.41
Crane Mfg., Co., repairing pump 4.00
C. A. Dorval Co. Inc., supplies 10.89
The Gamewell Co., supplies .93
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 11.15
Guay & Tardif Co., labor and material 16.25
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies 17.07
Laconia Water Co., service 42.47
Oscar A. Lougee Co., supplies 65.50
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 50.37
Harry J. Lovell Co., supplies 67.36
Justin A. McCarthy Co., supplies 33.41
S. D. McGloughlin Co. fuel 692.87
Manchester Oxygen Co., supplies 11.12
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 190.01
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., labor and
supplies 51.75
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Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies 24.48
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights and power 447.52
Public Service Co. of N. H., supplies and labor 20.70
Swift & Co., supplies 4.55
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 15.70
Cooling & Gottliet, supplies 8.11
Mrs. Elmer Cutting, laundry 110.00
Mrs. Lydia Dagnais, laundry 60.00
H. J. Daoust, repairing raincoat .50
Depot Sq. Auto supply, oil 3.95
JoKh H. Dow, oil and gasoline 4.55
Ernest Duval, shoveling snow from hydrants 6.60
Louis Felker, sub driving 33.00
Fellows Garage, gasoline 17.21
Folsom Auto Service, repairs 5.25
Fortin Signs, sign repainted and lettered 10.80
Geo. Harris, shoveling snow from hydrants 4.80
Geo. A. Head, labor and supplies 24.00
J. W. Jacques, shades 24.50
Jones Express, express .82
Kinne Motor Sales, labor and supplies 12.85
Laconia Clinic, services rendered 7.00
Lake City Laundry, laundry .65
The Melcher & Prescott Agy., insurance 17.50
Meredith Plumbing and Heating, labor and material 22.95
R. S. Merrill, trucking 2.00
Mitchell's Service Station, gasoline 5.53
Frank Monahan, labor on fire alarm boxes 49.48
John B. Morin Agency, insurance 8.40
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 110.00
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies
,
49.56
Dennis O'Shea, supplies 11.85
Gilbert A. Phelps, gas and oil 78.36
Richardson Laundries Inc., laundry 25.40
Sanitary Dry Cleaning, cleaning and repairs 3.50
E. C. Sargent, inspection 100.00
Merle Sargent, labor watching 7.50
Henry H. Shorey, equipment 10.00
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber 1.68
Fire Dept. Payroll, subdrivers 66.00
A. W. Spring, express charges 1.24
State of N. H., firemen's assessment 143.35
State of N. H. Forestry & Recreation Dept., knap-
sack pumps 34.50
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G. W. Tarlson, supplies 2.70
B. G. Walker, installing sink 33.17
Woodwards Servicenter, gas and oil 289.08
Maurice Ring, firemen's assessment 15.75
Drivers Payroll 13,863.64
Payroll Board of Engineers 900.00
Hook & Ladder Co. 1 payrolls 1,515.00
Hook & Ladder Co. 2 1,515.00
Engine Co. 1 payrolls 1,777.50
Engine Co. 2 payVolls 1,514.75
Engine Co. 3 474.80





Walter Harkins Jr., burying dead cat $1.00
Edward L. Lydiard Inc., milk license forms 5.75
Julia Periard, service as Public Health Nurse 1 year 2,000.00
Story Drug Store, supplies 2.70
G. W. Tarlson, supplies 4.20
Forrest Smith, milk inspector 1 year 1,500.00
Chas. Dockham, salary as member of Board of
Health 1 year 200.00
Willis Floyd, salary as member of Board of Health
1 year 50.00
J. R. Perley, M. D., salary as member of Board of
Health 1 year 500.00





Byse Insurance Agency, insurance $18.75
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies 2.85
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Laconia Water Co., service
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., labor and
material
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights
Geo. B. Robbins Disinfectant Co., supplies
George A. Head, labor and supplies
W. D. Huse & Sons, labor
Myer J. Kassner, repairing clock
The Melcher & Prescott Agcy., insurance
John B. Morin Agcy., insurance
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies
Frank E. Pearson, supplies
J. L. Roberts, fuel
Janitor's Payroll, salary as Janitor 1 year


















PARKS, PLAYGROUNDS AND SKATING RINKS
Appropriation
Receipts






E. H. Batchelder, mowing Leavitt and Opechee Parks $48.50
A. J. Blunden, labor resetting poles 31.55
Estate of Jacob W. Bond, rent of bathing beach 150.00
Wilbur J. Gate, mowing 7.00
Wilfred Champagne, labor 6.40
City of Laconia Fuel Dept., wood 63.00
H. Bickford & Co., labor 3.13
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co. labor and material 113.55
Cooks Lumber Co., lumber 6.44
The Diamond Match Co., repairing bandstand 99.48
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 8.78
Laconia Fruit Co., candy 3.40
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Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies 261.37
Laconia Water Co., service 49.00
J. J. Newberry Co., supplies 4.77
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., supplies 17.26
Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies 2.49
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 44.65
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights and supplies 87.41
Chas. C. Rogers Co., supplies 5.21
J. H. Valliere Co., labor and supplies 103.61
F. W. Woolworth Co., supplies 45.02
Jessie Dutrizac, cash paid out 3.00
Chester Flack, labor 60.76
Mrs. L. H. Grant, labor 8.75
Peter Quay, labor 106.00
George A. Head, labor and supplies 2.50
Highways & Bridges, labor and material 97.70
John Hughes, labor 28.00
W. D. Huse & Sons, supplies 6.00
Laconia Drug Store, supplies 13.59
Laconia Electric Shop, repairing lights 13.38
Roy LaFrance, labor 6.40
Leo Lemere, band concerts 300.00
Lombardy Guernsey Farm, mowing at Leavitt Park 22.50
Omer Marcoux, labor 20.00
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, supplies 6.30
Mike Morin, labor 25.50
Munsey & Brazil Inc., insurance 22.50
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 28.67
John O'Connor, sand and labor 175.00
Alcide Paquette, equipment 57.59
Chas. W. Peterson, cash paid out 32.50
Geo. A. Quimby, supplies 10.27
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber 85.51
Story Drug Store, supplies .89
Harold E. Tefft, trucking 7.50
B. G. Walker, labor and material 30.52
Western Auto Assn. Store, supplies .90
Marjorie Whitehouse, supplies and labor 5.90
D. D. Whittemore, maple trees and labor 265.00
Labor Payroll 1,199.28
Instructors Payroll 1,102.00





Received from J. E. Agnew for used car 850.00
Received for tel. tolls & materials 17.17
$34,867.17
PAID AS FOLLOWS
American Radio Corp., supplies $5.25
American Oil Service Station, labor, gas and oil 239.14
Ralph Beattie, supplies 4.78
Blue Willow Lunch, lunches 21.55
A. J. Blunden, labor 21.00
Boston & Maine Railroad, batteries 1.28
Dr. L. R. Brown, medical attendance 32.00
Byse Insurance Ag., insurance 100.65
Abbott Mfg. Co., batteries 83.75
Cantin Chevrolet Co., supplies 2.65
J. H. Chase Co. repairs and supplies 152.40
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing envelopes and
blanks 44.00
Galvin Mfg. Co., condensers 3.06
John M. Quay Hdw. Co., supplies 19.53
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies .67
Laconia Water Co., service 16.33
Oscar A. Lougee Co., uniform caps 35.75
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 80.25
Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., labor and material 19.84
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 650.14
Public Service Co. of N. H., police signals 36.00
Public Service Co. of N. H. lights 14.52
Chas. C. Rogers Co., supplies .60
U. S. Electric Mfg. Co., supplies 9.43
The Western Union Telegraph Co., time service 18.00
World Standard Co., supplies , 13.35
Basil Cutting, service on radio for 1 year 25.00
Depot Sq. Auto Supply, supplies, gas and oil 263.85
Norman P. Drouin, trip to Boston for new police car 9.40
Amedie Dupont, labor 6.12
Charles E. Dunleavey, supplies 2.99
Earl's Diner, lunch for prisoners 1.40
Fellows Garage, gas and supplies 1.00
Fire Dept., heating lockup 50.00
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Galvin Mfg. Corp., supplies 24.00
Geo. A. Head, supplies .74
E. P. Hodgdon M. D., professional services 5.00
Hoover Motors Inc., 1942 Ford Deluxe Tudor w^ith
heater 1,246.70
Park R. Hoyt, M. D., professional services 10.00
Geo. N. Hubbard, snow removal, fingerprint glass 4.50
International Assn. of Chiefs of Police, membership
dues 10.00
Laconia Clinic, services 20.00
Laconia Hospital, professional services 520.60
The Lahey Clinic, medical service 17.00
C. J. Lane, development and printing 6.04
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 20.50
Moody Motor Sales, repairs 14.23
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 30.00
New England Police Revolver League, annual dues 10.00
Dennis O'Shea, rent police costume 2.00
Norman G. Pynn, supplies 94.48
Radio Service Laboratory, supplies 7.15
Amos St. Jacques, painting streets 6.00
State of N. H., assessments 542.43
The Tavern Garage, labor and supplies 13.65
Peter Vachon, gas, oil, labor 87.04
B. G. Walker, repairs 18.67
Willeys Express, supplies 2.07
Woodwards Servicenter, gas & oil 206.72
Payrolls 29,328.29





Hon. Robinson W. Smith, service one year as Mayor $500.00
William F. Champagne, councilman one year 100.00
Philip Blanchette, councilman one year 100.00
Ralph C. Kimball, councilman one year 100.00
Frank R. Ricker, councilman one year 100.00
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William Stafford, councilman one year 100.00
Kenneth D. Hopkins, councilman one year 100.00
Charles L. Kimball, assessor one year 900.00
Raymond B. Lakeman, assessor one year 800.00
George A. Milette, assessor one year 800.00
William W. Keller, City Solicitor six mos. 350.00
Harold E. Wescott, City Solicitor six months 350.00
Earl Flanders, city clerk one year 3,000.00
Ethel M. Aldrich, assisting city clerk one year 1,404.00
Helen Bennett, assisting city clerk one year 1,092.00
A. J. Dinsmoor, tax collector one year 1,725.00
Susie Lawrence, assisting tax collector one year 1,300.00
Laurette Bedard, Mayor's stenographer 1,146.34
Dana Bean, auditor one year 500.00
Clarence S. Newell, city treasurer one year 700.00
Dr. L. R. Brown, city physician one year 500.00
Joseph R. Chase, sealer of Weights and Measures one
year 500.00
Willis G. Watson, member of Board of Public Works
one year 100.00
Harry L. Smith, member of Board of Public Works
one year 100.00
Oscar L. Hoyt, member of Board of Public Works
one year 100.00
Charles F. Ayers, secretary of Trust Funds 400.00
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency account 132.66
$17,000.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1943
Received from tuitions, materials and emergency
defense






American Corporation, copy American Annual $7.50
W. M. Auclair, bundle of rails Emer. Def. .82
Aurora Tool Works, supplies, Emer. Def. 8.11
S. F. Baker, automatic coal burner installed 1,500.00
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W. M. Bisson, coal storage, labor & material 1,553.00
G. J. Blais, cutting keys and repairs 3.85
Boston University School of Education, books 3.00
Mrs. Eva Bowen, service 2.80
Bureau of Publications, record .90
City of Laconia Fuel Dept., fuel 63.00
Civic Education Service, Weekly News Review^ 13.20
Athletic Trainers Supply Co., supplies 7.50
Austin-Hastings Co., Inc., supplies Emer. Def. 11.45
Edward E. Babb & Co., supplies 2.44
Baker & Taylor Co., books 18.08
Beckley-Cardy Co., equipment 5.70
C. C. Birchard Co., music 66.99
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber 8.53
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr, Co., lumber Emer. Def. 17.50
B. D. Brooks Co., supplies Emer. Def. 53.52
Carter, Rice & Co., supplies 27.38
Chandler & Farquhar Co., supplies 3.04
The Citizen Publishing Co., advertising 25.00
Cooks Lumber Co., lumber 3.60
Denoyer-Gippert Co., maps 15.72
Eugene Dietzgen Co., supplies 9.36
The Diamond Match Co., supplies Emer. Def. 1.14
Ginn & Co., books 2.31
Gregg Publishing Co., books 2.03
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 17.76
Hamilton Publishing Co., books 1.36
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 26.88
Harcourt, Brace & Co., books .99
D. C. Heath & Co., books 28.31
The Herrick Co., supplies 23.05
The Herrick Co., supplies, Emer. Def. 267.95
Home Insulation Co. of N. H., fuel 949.03
Houghton Mifflin Co., books 35.40
H. R. Hunting Co., books 26.60
Iroquois Publishing Co., books 2.09
Kansas City Sports Goods Co., supplies 9.52
Laconia Bakery Co., bread 20.86
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies Emer. Def. 33.50
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies 34.08
Laconia-Lakeport Ice Co., ice for Nursery School 21.30
Laconia Transit Co., transportation 91.25
Lake City Beverage Co., supplies 4.00
H. Leach Mach. Co., supplies Emer. Def. 5.91
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Lougee-Robinson Co., use of equipment and supplies 60.63
Masury-Young Co., supplies 87.92
The McGloughlin Iron Fdry. Co., supplies 5.28
S. D. McGloughlin Co., fuel 112.39
McGraw Hill Book Co., books 2.01
J. B. Miller Keyless Lock Co., repairs 3.66
Nebes Mach. & Sup. Co., supplies Emer Def. 56.86
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 210.16
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., repairs 658.41
Norton Co., supplies Emer Def. 29.89
Page Belting Co., supplies 227.72
Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies 222.71
Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies Emer. Def. 7.04
M. N. Perkins, diplomas 96.00
Pioneer Office Appliance Co., supplies 20.34
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 21.40
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies Emer Def. 9.30
Power Lawn Mower Service Co., lawn sweeper 50.00
Precision Instrument Co., equipment 2.95
Prentice Hall Co., supplies .63
Public Service Co. of N. H., C. P. lamps 6.66
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights and power 1,472.09
The Chas C. Rogers Co., supplies Emer Def. 6.50
The Chas. C. Rogers Co., supplies 140.80
Row Peterson & Co., books and supplies 29.59
H. M. Rowe Co., tests 5.72
Scott Foresman & Co., books 12.08
Seneca Falls Machine Co., supplies 18.29
Sid Tool Co., supplies Emer. Def. 97.51
Sid Tool Co., supplies 152.42
Socony Vacuum Oil Co., oil Emer. Def. 10.37
The Shell Oil Co., supplies Emer. Def. 308.97
The Shell Oil Co., supplies 69.80
Ralph H. Smith Co., rent on cylinder 1.88
Ralph H. Smith Co., supplies Emer. Def. 53.07
South Western Publishing Co., supplies 111.74
Standard Electric Time Co., labor 20.00
U. S. Steel Supply Co., supplies Emer. Def. 33.74
Swift & Co., supplies 4.14
J. H. Valliere Co., labor and material 105.45
Edgar T. Wards Sons Co., supplies Emer. Def. 167.97
Webster Publishing Co., books 3.90
W. M. Welch Mfg., books 14.04
West Disinfecting Co., supplies Emer. Def. 16.82
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Western Auto Supply Co., supplies 19.39
A. J. Wilkinson & Co., supplies Emer. Def. 46.53
World Book Co., tests 23.00
Andrew Crooker Jr., expenses 1.96
Joseph Dauphin, transportation 540.00
William Dixon Inc., supplies 5.55
Mrs. Claire O. Dow, labor and equipment 13.20
Peter Dutile, coal 152.38
Educational Test Bureau, tests 41.86
Feedwaters Inc., supplies 45.14
Fire Dept. City of Laconia, sulphuric acid 1.20
Robert A. Foss, printing- names on diplomas 16.00
General Biological Supply House, supplies 13.42
Warren B. Gifford, inspection 35.00
Mildred C. Gilman, taking oaths Emer. Def. 4.75
Gledhill Bros. Inc., supplies 2.55
Raymond L. Goddard, labor 7.50
Earl E. Hanson, potatoes 52.80
Harvard University, books 1.00
George A. Head, labor and electrical supplies 19.64
Home Upholstery, repairs 6.50
Edmond A. Houle, repairing sewing machine 23.20
W. D. Huse & Sons, supplies Emer Def. 6.85
W. D. Huse & Sons, repairs 8.65
Infantry Journal Inc., books 1.00
A. A. Jewett, fuel 3.28
Stanley C. Kidder, labor 12.00
Laconia Electric Shop, repairs and supplies 17.65
Laconia School District, supplies Emer Def. 12.00
Laconia School District, tranfer, to Emer Def. 100.00
Lakeport Subscription Agency magazines 18.00
Lawrence Engineering Service, slide rules 4.96
Mrs. Alpha Leroux, services as cook at Nursery school 16.80
C. W. McDermith, transportation 33.20
Mahers Bookstore, supplies Emer. Def. 4.80
Mahers Bookstore, supplies .35
B. L. Makepeace Inc., supplies Emer. Def. 6.96
The Manual Arts Press, books 42.02
Melcher & Prescott Agy., insurance 107.83
Merrimac Farmers Exchange, supplies 108.38
Morin Bros., supplies for lunchroom 396.39
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 11.75
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies Emer. Def. 48.66
Osgood Globe Corp., printing 13.63
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Peter Pelletier, trucking 16.12
J. L. Roberts, fuel 753.94
H. C. Sanborn, supplies for Nursery school 67.13
Merle Sargent, repairs 36.50
Scholastic Publications, magazines 21.00
J. Herbert Seavey, supplies Emer. Def. 1.89
Shastany &Caron, transportation 552.63
Shastany & Caron, oil, Emer. Def. .75
Edna L. Smith, mileage 1.93
Lawren W. Smith, load dressing 3.00
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber . 148.54
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber, Emer. Def. 78.88
Duane Squires, address 5.00
Stanford University Press, books 1.15
R. B. Stewart, trucking 38.67
Sunny Slope Poultry Farm, eggs 3.96
United Air Lines Trans. Corp., supplies 6.75
B. G. Walker, repairs 7.80
Chas. F. Waterman, repairing clock 2.50
Willey Express, trucking 3.69
Willeys Express, Emer. Def. 8.71





Received, tuitions and materials 8,155.62
Received, transfer from dog license acct. 1,988.79
$185,003.41
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Grace M. Abbott Teachers Agency, agency fees $35.44
Abrasive Products Inc., supplies 36.77
Clarence Adams, repairs 1,148.82
American Education Press., publication 25.30
American Library Assn., books 10.50
American School Board Journal, subscription 3.00
American Type Founders Sale Corp., supplies 73.19
Army & Navy Journal, book 3.00
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Ass'n for Childhood Education, subscription 2.50
Baker's, supplies 5.75
S. F. Baker, labor and service on stoker 22.25
Belmont School Dist., transportation 168.00
Belknap Mills Corp., 1 pr. ceisters 1.50
The Big 3, music 9.45
P. J. Blanchette, tuning piano 5.00
British Information Services, subscription to "Britain" 1.00
California Test Bureau, test forms 9.10
Wilbur Cate, 45 bu. potatoes 67.50
Everett R. Chase, 2 bu. tomatoes 2.00
Cheney, Nighswander & Lord, transportation and toll
calls 11.69
Child Day Care Center, loan to child care center 1,550.00
City of Laconia Fuel Dept., wood 182.00
Civic Education Service, Weeks news review 5.60
Charlotte J. Colby, beans for canning and jars 2.09
American Book Co., books 83.99
American Elec. Serv. & Maint. Co., supplies 4.80
Austin-Hastings Co. Inc., supplies Emer Def. 25.59
Edward E. Babb & Co., supplies 262.16
Baker & Taylor Co., books 32.66
F. J. Barnard Co., binding books 160.44
Bergess Publishing Co., recipes 2.09
The Blakiston Co. books 53.74
Boston Blue Print Co., supplies 44.15
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber 69.95
Broadhead-Garrett Co., supplies 228.56
Bruce Pub. Co., year's subscription 3.00
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., supplies 4.40
Carter, Rice & Co., supplies 236.57
Cascade Paper Co., supplies 98.26
Central Scientific Co., supplies 51.85
Chilton Paint Co., paint 75.89
Citizen Publishing Co., advertising for bids 4.00
Clarke Sand Mach. Co., supplies 3.46
College Entrance Book Co., books 35.58
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Co., liquid soap 32.00
Devoe & Raynolds Co., paints 3.39
Eugene Dietzgen Co., supplies 4.83
The Diamond Match Co., labor and material 108.06
C. B. Dolge Co., chemicals 25.92
Edson C. Eastman Co., record sheets 4.10
Follett Publishing Co., books and manuals 12.31
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Franklin Glue Co., supplies 23.37
Gifford Supply Co., janitors supplies 221.51
Ginn & Co., books 59.28
The Great A. & P. Tea Co., supplies 7.30
Gregg Publishing Co., books 15.53
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 41.07
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 842.33
Harcourt, Brace & Co., books 185.89
D. C. Heath & Co., books 119.37
The Herrick Co., supplies 11.16
J. L. Holcomb Mfg. Co., supplies 76.20
The Holmerden Co., floor oil 60.50
Holt & Bugbee Co., labor 248.12
Henry Holt & Co., books 12.17
Houghton Mifflin Co., books 10.98
H. R. Hunting Co., books 30.83
W. D. Huse & Co., paint 1.00
George T. Johnson Co., supplies 90.00
Laconia Bakery Co., bread 52.33
Laconia Furniture Co., supplies .65
Laconia Hardware Co., supplies 153.63
Laconia-Lakeport Ice Co., ice for Nursery school 13.05
Laconia Malleable Iron Co., supplies 2.00
Laconia Transit Co., transporting children to school 45.00
Laconia Water Co., service 501.21
J. B. Lippincott Co., English books 71.99
Lougee-Robinson Co., furniture and supplies 204.59
Masury-Young Co., supplies 45.02
The Macmillan Co., books 594.26
McGloughlin I. & B. Fdry. Co., casting repairs 19.92
S. D. McGloughlin Co., fuel 2,113.35
McGraw Hill Book Co. books 6.52
Manchester Fruit & Produce Co., supplies 19.90
A. N. Marquis Co., books 9.00
J. B. Miller Keyless Lock Co., repairs 3.66
Edgar A. Murray Co., supplies 4.44
New Eng. Elec. Sup. Co., supplies 34.22
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. 310.59
Newson & Co., English books 62.70
Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., reprs. & materials 725.24
Page Belting Co., supplies 26.55
The Palmer Co., tests 5.72
Palmer Plumbing Supply Co., boiler and supplies 22.08
Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies 405.90
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Phillips Paper Co., supplies and trucking 434.90
Pioneer Office Appliance Co., map .53
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 3.92
Public Service Co. of N. H., light and power 1,148.51
Public Service Co. of N. H., C. P. lamps and repairs 29.22
Geo. B. Robbins Dininfectant Co., brooms 8.25
A. H. Rice & Co., repairs on moving picture machine 25.50
The Chas. C. Rogers Co., supplies 31.70
Row^ Peterson & Co., tests and books 500.58
H. M. Rowe Co., tests 11.36
Benj. H. Sanborn & Co., books 40.03
E. C. Schirmer Music Co., music 17.15
Scott Foresman & Co., books 104.60
Silver Burdett Co., books 78.54
L. W. Singer Co., books 23,17
The Ralph H. Smith Co., supplies 11.52
South Western Publishing Co., books 129.12
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 1.09
J. H. Valliere Co., labor and material 16.86
Waterproof Paint & Varnish Co., paint 365.48
Waverly Heat Supply Co., supplies .75
West Disinfecting Co., supplies 14.07
Western Union Telegraph Service 20.68
Wetmore Savage Div. Westinghouse Elec. Sup. Co.,
supplies .94
A. J. Wilkinson & Co., supplies Emer. Def. 35.00
H. W. Wilson Co., supphes 13.00
F. S. Willey Co., supplies 4.24
John C. Winston Co., books 9.00
World Book Co., tests 14.38
World Publishing Co., atlas 10.81
F. W. Woolworth Co., supplies 4.36
Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., repairs to lock 5.84
Wilfred E. Clark, sawing wood 2.00
Louis R. Collins, string beans 3.00
Congelton Typewriter Exchange, type platen 4.25
Rosetta Dame, piano 35.00
Joseph Dauphin, transporting children 504.00
Lillian Derr, used typewriter 20.00
Henry Disston, supplies 10.93
Nell L. Doane Sec, box rent, and supplies 83.46
Charles E. Douphinett, supplies 289.76
Lillian P. Dow, attending Board Meetings 18.00
Charles Dufour, pears 2.00
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Duro Test Corp., supplies 23.52
Rhoden B. Eddy, expense attending Supt. convention 19.80
Educators Progress League, education guides 3.00
Educational Test Bureau 9.20
Lillian Edwards, taking census 96.70
Encyclopedia Britannica, books 148.52
Gaylord Bros. Inc., files 139.00
Willis B. Gifford, expenses 14.34
Gledhill Bros. Inc., supplies 434.28
Clarence Greene, supplies 33.25
B. C. Hall, supplies 6.75
Wm. C. Hacker, recital 15.00
Earl E. Hanson, 60 bu. potatoes 90.00
Malcolm Harrington, eggs 77.70
Harvard University, books 3.60
Geo. A. Head, supplies 99.07
Highways & Bridges, tarring in rear of High School 35.00
Howe & French Inc., supplies 31.02
Rene Huard, labor 3.00
Howard C. Hunt, use of movie film l.OO
W. D. Huse & Sons, supplies 15.98
The Institute for Research, monographs 7.50
International Committee of Y.M.C.A., registration fee
film 2.00
Theo S. Jewett, attending Board Meetings 6.00
A. A. Jewett, load slabs 4.50
Jones Express, trucking 1.49
Junior Scholastic, supplies 20.10
Myer Kassner, engraving and key case 19.52
Harry Kiessling apples 5.00
Laconia Chamber of Commerce, memeograph work 5.00
Laconia Electric Shop, supplies 95.11
Laconia Fire Dept. supplies 1.20
Laconia High School Child Day Center 2,000.00
Laconia Music Shop, supplies 1.50
Laconia School District, transfers for Emer. Def. 2,000.00
Laconia Street Railway, transportation 80.00
A. P. LaFrance, attexiding Board meetings 3.00
Laidlaw Bros., books 12.21
Lakeport Subscription Agency, magazines 62.65
Libbey Key Service, keys 76.74
Lyons & Carnahan, books 11.70
Elva O. Mclntyre, attending board meetings 7.00
McKnight & McKnight, books 1.50
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Luther McMurphy, labor 15.00
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 1.80
Melcher & Prescott Agy., insurance 592.80
Merrimac Farmers Exchange, supplies 32.53
Midland Chime Laboratories, supplies 65.25
J. B. Morin Agency, insurance 421.40
Morin Bros., supplies-lunchroom ' 793.81
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 345.60
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 73.71
New London Florists, planting flowers 46.45
News Map of the Week, maps 21.00
A. H. Nighswander, attending board meetings 27.00
John O'Connor, labor 14.00
Rangvald Olsen, labor building bookcase and repairs 21.00
The Papercafters, paper and books 56.82
Pan American Union, books 3.00
W. O. Pearson, supplies 45.62
Peter Pelletier, labor 12.36
T»enny Milk Fund, transfer for Em. Relf. 500.00
Plastic Ind. Tech. Inst., 1.70
"Wayne M. Plummer, attending Board meetings 7.00
Ptoy E. Reed, repairs 525.15
Remington Rand Inc., supplies 7.50
E. J. Roberts, attend Board Meetings 11.00
J. L. Roberts, fuel 1,652.66
Alcide Roy, labor 8.25
Arthur A. Saltmarsh, attending board meetings 8.00
R. A. Sanders, shades 172.64
The School Executive, subscription 2.00
School Arts, books 3.75
Chas. Scribners Sons, books 17.78
Scott & Williams Inc., blueprints 1.90
J. Herbert Seavey, supplies 31.25
Shastany & Caron, transporting children 510.00
Forrest Smith, canning corn 3.00
Ruth Ann Smith, attending Board Meetings 8.00
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber 592.13
Philip D. Spaulding, tuning piano 3.50
State of New Hampshire, percapita tax 3,914.00
State Board of Education, superintendents excess
salary 1,962.50
Etokes Industries, supplies Emer. Def. 130.00
Stanley W. Terry, repairs 21.38
Isaac Trojano, turnips 2.00
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Walter F. Turner, weather stripping windows 1,632.50
The University of Chicago Press, book 4.78
Ward's supplies .68
Edgar T. Ward's Sons Co., steel supplies 155.53
John F. Weeks, vegetables and milk 203.55
Willeys Express, trucking Emer. Def, 2.40
Teachers Payrolls 75,969.92





Public Service Co. of N. H., lighting streets $18,947.82







C. S. Abbott, M. D., medical attendance $1.50
K. Alterman, aid furnished dependients 8.72
A. & P. Self Service, aid furnished dependents 159.00
Belknap County Farm, aid furnished dependents 1,522.00
Boyleton Home, aid furnished dependents 20.00
Mildred H. Bucklin, services as investigator and
transportation 1,459.63
Cantin's I. G. A., aid furnished dependents 14.00
A. & P. Tea Co., aid furnished dependents 10.00
City of Franklin Welfare Dept., aid furnished de-
pendents 60.08
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing 8.75
E. S. Goldsmith Co., aid furnished dependents 90.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 68.82
Public Service Co. of N. H., furnished dependents 4.76
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Mrs. Bemice Dame, aid furnished dependents 63.43
James L. Dowe, aid furnished dependents 80.00
Dutile & Doucet, aid furnished dependents 2.70
Peter Dutile, aid furnished dependents 97.50
Flanders Farm, aid furnished dependents 8.42
Fuel Account, aid furnished dependents 397.00
Henry J. Gonyer, aid furnished dependents 204.50
J. H. Labbe, aid furnished dependents 11.20
Feria Labranche, aid furnished dependents 72.00
Laconia Clinic, aid furnished dependents 75.00
Laconia Hospital, aid furnished dependents 98.80
M. N. Landau Stores Inc., aid furnished dependents 1.20
A. W. Leblanc, aid furnished dependents 30.00
Henry P. Leblanc, aid furnished dependents 102.00
Courtland Lougee, aid furnished dependents 30.00
Louies Market, aid furnished dependents 708.58
E. L. Lydiard Inc., printing 11.75
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 4.15
J. W. McCartney, aid furnished dependents 16.00
A. H. Morin, aid furnished dependents 68.00
Morin Bros., aid furnished dependents 12.00
Geo. A. Quimby, aid furnished dependents 26.30
A. C. S. Randlett, service as overseer of poor 1,335.73
Maud B. Rice, aid furnished dependents 1,536.00
Robert L. Rowe, aid furnished dependents 39.51
Isaac Sakansky, aid furnished dependents 10.00
H. C. Sanborn, aid furnished dependents 243.94
Shortle's Shoe Store, aid furnished dependents 44.60
Maynard M. Smith, aid furnished dependents 14.00
D. Snierson, aid furnished dependents 88.00
State Cancer Commission, aid furnished dependents 405.96
Story Drug Store, aid furnished dependents 4.94
Jennie Thompson, aid furnished dependents 96.00
L. H. Wilkinson, aid furnished dependents 208.90
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency account 4,643.85
$14,219.22
CEMETEKY Till'ST FUNDS
Received during year $1,430.00
Paid over to Trustees of Trust Funds $1,430.00
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CITY MAP PROJECT
Transfer from Excess and Deficiency account to
balance $797.48
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Carl F. Blaisdell, services on map $750.48





Martin Avery, projector rental $4.00
A. J. Blunden, stove for observation post 20.00
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing 14.50
The Diamond Match Co., board 3.36
John M. Quay Hdw^., Co., black board .45
Lougee-Robinson, paper cups 3.00
J. J. Newberry Co., envelopes .70
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 378.67
Public Service Co. N. H. lights 4.26
Vallee Heating Co., oil burner service 2.75
Johnson & Keller, cash paid, printing cards and
telephone service 23.57
Wm. W. Keller, cash paid out 20.17
LaFlamme's Homelike Bakery, supplies 16.00
Laconia Elec. Shop, supplies .75
Laconia School District, fuel 26.00
Laconia School District, rent of auditorium 75.00
Lakeport Natl. Bank, amt, paid N. E. Tel. Co. for
extension in basement for use of C. D. first aid 13.20
Edv/ard L. Lydiard Inc., printing 25.00
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 12.85
F. W. Muzzey, supplies 2.50
Muzzey & Hopkins, toll calls and supplies 39.05
Sanitary Dry Cleaning, cleaning army blankets 5.25
A. W. Sewell, damage to radio 3.00
George C. Stafford & Sons, range oil 5.13




Received for Dog licenses $2,305.75
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Brown & Saltmarsh, dog tags $50.20
Edson C. Eastman Co., dog license blanks 5.36
J. E. Evans, salary as dog officer 150.00
Earl Flanders, stamped envelopes 14.90
Robert A. Foss, printing dog notices and licenses 32.00
Madeline W. Merrill, damage done by dogs 4.50
Mrs. David Rollins, damage done by dogs 41.00
Edwin F. Spaulding, damage done by dogs 5.00
Claude Strout, damage done by dogs 12.00
Nathan S. Wyatt, damage done by dogs 2.00








Byse Insurance Agy., insurance, ward house $5.00
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber 3.80
The Citizen Publishing Co., election notices and
advertising 7.00
Laconia Water Co., turning on water 2.00
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 26.24
Alcide Roy, moving booths to Water St. 1.50
Crystal Cafe & Annex, meals 8.15
James E. Evans, delivering ballot booths and boxes 7.50
Earl Flanders, supplies 1.40
Fuel Dept., fuel 7.00
Lakeport W.C.T.U., dinners for Ward Officers 10.00
C. H. Murphy, care of ward room 15.00
The Melcher & Prescott Ag., insurance 20.00
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 20.00
The News & Critic, printing 75.00
Frank E. Pearson, supplies, checklist boards 36.95
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Giselda Piscopo, rent of store for voting 15.00
Ramsay's Cafe, dinners for Ward Officers 10.00
Ray's Diner, meals for Ward Officers 4.65
D. M. Rowe, rent of hall for election 32.00
Charles F. Stafford, service 1 day as moderator 4.00
Selectmen's Payroll 406.00
Supervisors of Checklist Payrolls 480.00




Received for recording marriage licenses and other
fees $728.37
Transfer from excess and deficiency account to bal. 271.63
$1,000.00
Dr.
Revenue account, estimated receipts $1,000.00
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OBSERVATION
Transfer from Excess and Deficiency account $1,676.80
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Wilfred Champagne, labor $9.00
City Offices Expenses, stamps 7.00
Clow, The Florist, flowers 32.00
Colonial Theatre, extra work 10.00
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing invitations,
programs, tickets and advertising 93.93
The Diamond Match Co., labor 23.53
Northern Broadcasting Co., broadcasting from stage 44.50
Universal Decorating Co., decorating 65.00
The Whitehead & Hoag Co., badges 77.28
Fiftieth Anniversary, prizes 161.00
Peter Guay, labor 28.00
Mrs. Ralph W. Hall, services 5.00
Highways & Bridges, labor 16.27
James R. Irwin, pictures 20.00
Laconia High School, labor 5.50
Laconia Tavern, dinners 34.00
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Leo E. Lemere, band at parade and concert 175.00
Edward L. Lydiard Inc., printing 300 cards 2.75
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 1.92
Omer Marcoux, labor 8.00
Al Martin, entertainment 315.00
Nevers Band, concert 270.00
Parks & Playgrounds, supplies 16.44
Precott Flower Shop, flowers 32.00
Alcide Roy, transportation 1.50
Western Union, messages 15.18





Received from Relief Department for fuel $379.00
" " School Department for fuel 245.00
" " Map Project for fuel 47.00
Elmer Brooks for fuel 336.00
Elections for fuel 7.00
Arthur A. Jewett for fuel 176.00
Carl Wright for fuel 22.00
" Parks & Playgrounds for fuel 63.00
Leavitt Fund for fuel 65.00
" " Individuals for fuel 141.50
$1,481.50
PAID AS FOLLOWS
E. H. Batchelder, sawing slab wood $1.50
Wilfred E. Clark, sawing wood 322.60
James E. Evans, delivering wood 357.00
Haven E. Flanders, agent, wood 90.00
Ed George, labor at wood yard 74.75
Highways & Bridges, labor and equipment 96.37
The Melcher & Prescott Agy., insurance 30.00
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 25.80
Wm. O. Pearson, sawing wood 37.75
Carl Wright, delivering wood 1.50






Laconia Water Co., service
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service




Bridge and Highway Bonds
City Hall Bonds
Pavement and Sidewalk
School Equipment Notes, 1936
Public Improvement Notes
Mechanic Arts School Bonds
Public Improvement Bonds









Received transfer from Misc. Liabilities 20.00














Balance Feb. 15, 1943
Received for rent during year








Paid N. Joy Harriman, Treasurer $5,000.00
LAKE REGION DEVELOPMENT
Appropriation $900.00
Paid Lake Region Association $900.00
LEAVITT FUND
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1943 $1,116.84
Received New Eng. Tel & Tel. Co. dividends 40.25
Laconia Water Co. dividends 210.00
Savings Bank dividends 189.69
from C. E. Rowe, cash receipts 317.00
from Erlon T. Dame, acct. rent 36.00
from Leon Whitten, land Bell St. 200.00
$2,109.78
PAID AS FOLLOWS
City of Laconia, fuel $65.00
P. J. Blanchette, timing piano 5.00
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., supplies 8.27
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 15.24
Laconia Water Co., service 15.30
L. Harvey Grant, labor and material 100.00
John Hughes, labor 167.85
Carrie Lamere, labor 75.80
The Melcher & Prescott Agy., insurance 45.00
Merrimac Farmers Exchange, supplies 3.15
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 4.14
Purchase of War Bonds 200.00
B. G. Walker, labor and supplies 51.26











Revenue Account, estimated receipts $1,000.00




Paid Veterans council $300.00
MISCELLANEOUS LIABILITIES
Balance Feb. 15, 1943 $913.87
Liabilities settled:
Coupons paid. Public Improvement Bonds $20.00
Balance liability Feb. 15, 1944 893.87
$913.87
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS
Rent and department incomes $2,234.56
Interest on taxes 4,037.83
Real Estate sold 90.00
Transfer from excess and deficiency acct. to balance 1,637.61
$8,000.00
Dr.





Laconia Hardware Co., supplies
Payroll, labor






MOTOR VEHICLE TAX 1943
Received for permits issued since Feb. 15, 1943 $14.01
Balance, transferred to excess and deficiency account $14.01
MOTOR VEJHCLE TAX 1943
Balance Feb. 15, 1943
Received for permits during year
Transfer from excess and deficiency to balance
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Revenue account, estimated receipts
Antoinette Dearborn, refund on permit
Fred H. Dearborn, refund on permit
Earl Flanders, refund on permit
Juliette F. Moore, refund on permit
Alphonse Morin, refund on permit
Russell Morrisett, refund on permit
Ralph M. Percy, refund on permit
L. B. Quimby, refund on permit
Ellsw^orth Russell, refund on permit
MOTOR VEHICLE TAX 1944
Received for permits to Feb. 15, 1944




















Received from fines and fees during year $2,771.35
Transfer from excess and deficiency 304.23
$3,075.58
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Byse Insurance Agency, clerk's bond $5.00
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing mittimus forms,
complaints and warrants 73.88
Transfer to dog license account 8.00
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., repairs and
material 41.05
Earl Flanders, service as Clerk of Municipal Court 400.00
Arthur H. Nighswander, service as Probation officer 300.00
Arthur H. Nighswander, telephone expense 3.25
Harry E. Trapp, service as Special Justice 1,271.00
State Motor Vehicle Dept. fines and fees 970.10
State Fish and Game Dept. fees 3.30
$3,075.58
NOTES
Received on notes during year





Balance February 15, 1943
Amount raised by taxes
Received 1936 added tax
Received 1937 added tax
Received 1938 added tax
Received 1939 added tax
Received 1940 added tax
Received 1941 added tax
Received 1942 added tax
















Amount abated on 1936 tax $528.00
Amount abated on 1937 tax 408.30
Amount abated on 1938 tax 501.68
Amount abated on 1939 tax 568.08
Amount abated on 1940 tax 702.56
Amount abated on 1941 tax 752.40
Amount abated on 1942 tax 1,725.63
Amount abated on 1943 tax 4,073.38
Error in abatement, 1939 tax 17.35
Balance Transfer to Excess & Deficiency Account 4,593.48
$13,870.86
PAYMENT BRIDGE AND HIGHAVAY BONDS
Appropriation $4,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 57, 58, 59 and 60 $4,000.00
PAYMENT CITY HALL BONDS
Appropriation $2,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 33 and 34 $2,000.00
PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 46, 47 and 48 $3,000.00
PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT BONDS
Appropriation $10,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67 & 68 8,000.00





Paid Note No. 4 $1,500.00
PAYMENT SEWEB AND ROAD BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 52, 53 and 54 $3,000.00
PAYMENT STREET AND SIDEWALK BONDS
Appropriation $2,500.00
Paid Bonds No's. 40, 41 and 42 $2,500.00
PAYMENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS
Practical Arts Biulding
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 22, 23 and 24 $3,000.00
PAYMENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS
Appropriation $750.00
Paid Bond No. 8 $750.00
PAYMENT SCHOOL EQUIPMENT NOTES
Appropriation $2,000.00
Paid Notes No's. 13 and 14 $2,000.00
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Appropriation $11,358.82
Paid Charles F. Ayers, Treas. $11,358.82
PUBLIC WHARF WARD SIX
Appropriation $200.00
Paid OUve W. Page, rent of wharf $200.00
PUBLIC WHARF WEIRS
Appropriation $250.00
Paid Irwin Corporation, rent of wharf $250.00
PROPERTY SOLD CITY FOR TAXES
Balance of amount purcheised on 1939 list, Feb.
15, 1943 $379.11
Amount Redeemed $148.75
Amount charged ofif by vote of council 70,40
Balance asset, Feb. 15, 1944 159.96
$379.11
Balance of amount purchased on 1940 list, Feb.
15, 1943 $5,523.58
Amount Redeemed $5,059.57
Amount charged off by vote of council 213.66
Balance asset, Feb. 15, 1944 250.35
$5,523.58
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Balance of amount purchased on 1941 list, Feb.
15, 1943 $7,880.67
Amount Redeemed $3,013.23
Amount charged off by vote of council 208.30
Balance asset, Feb. 15, 1944 4,659.14
$7,880.67
Amount purchased on 1942 list, $8,471.89
Amoimt Redeemed $2,852.78
Amount charged off by vote of council 147.46
Balance asset, Feb. 15, 1944 5,471.65
$8,471.89
RED CROSS PARTIAL RENT
Appropriation 240.00
Paid Red Cross, toward rent 240.00
REAL ESTATE ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX DEEDS
Balance Feb. 15, 1943 $1,980.02
Cr.
Received on property sales:
Transfer from Miscellaneous receipts $355.75










1943 Motor Vehicle fees $12,000.00
Fees and Licenses 2,000.00
Miscellaneous Receipts 8,000.00
State of New Hampshire 21,822.37
1943 Tax Assessment 493,011.18
Transfer from Excess ajid Deficiency 14,298.88
$551,132.43
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Dr.
Revenue account estimated receipts $21,822.37
Balance transfer to Excess and Deficiency Account 348.10
$22,170.47
Cr.
Received, Railroad Tax $1,514.55
Received, Savings Bank Tax 10,230.32
Received, Interest and Dividend Tax 10,425.60
$22,170.47
TAXES, 1936
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1943 $543.09
Amount of added tax 44.40
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$587.49




Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1943 $792.86
Amount of added tax 289.74
Error in previous year's abatements 10.00
$1,092.60
Amoimt collected during year $252.68
Amoimt abated 408.30
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1944 431.62
$1,092.60
TAXES, 1938
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1943 $1,042.60
Amount of added tax 309.08
$1,351.68
Amoimt collected during year ' $263.17
Amount abated 501.68
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1944 586.83
$1,351.68
TAXES, 1939
Amount uncollected, Feb. 15, 1943 $1,637.31
Amount of added tax 1.24
$1,638.55
Amount collected during year $146.56
Error in added tax, 1939 17.35
Amoimt abated 568.08




Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1943 $2,114.14





Amoimt collected during year $209.28
Amoimt abated 702.56
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1944 1,237.20
$2,149.04
Amount uncoUected Feb. 15, 1943 $3,087.12
Amoiint of added tax 6.00
$3,093.12
Amount collected during year $356.54
Amount abated 752.40
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1944 1,984.18
$3,093.12
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1943 $37,189.35
Amount of added tax 146.00
$37,335.35
Amount collected during year $33,159.61
Amount abated 1,725.63
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1944 2,450.11
$37,335.35
TAXES, 194S
Amount committed for collection
Amount of added tax
Amount collected during year
Amount abated
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1944
VETERAN'S REUNION
Appropriation
Received from American Legion CJonventlon, refund
PAID AS FOLLOWS
American Legion, convention
Spanish War Veterans reunion
Veterajis of Foreign Wars, convention
Veterans Reunion



















Transfer from excess and deficiency account to
balance
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Boulia-Grorrell Lbr. Co., survey sticks
Wilfred Gilbert, plowing gardens
Oscar L. Hoyt, labor and mileage















Balance Transfer to excess and deficiency account 18.75
$225.00
WEIRS DEVELOPMENT
Received from Armstrong Co., concessions
Received from nickle lockers, rest rooms
Received, refund







American CJoin Locke Co., 30% of pay toilet receipts $49.96
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., repairs 2.25
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 18.50
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 4.47
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 64.36
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 50.99
Geo. A. Head, labor and material 125.50
Highways & Bridges, labor cutting grass 24.07
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 6.00
John B. Morin Agy., insursmce 96.00
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 40.00
Chas. F. Pease, labor 316.00
Adelaide Quimby, services as matron 12.00
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber 4.01
G. W. Tarlson, bulbs .45
B. G. Walker, labor and materials 30.80
W. G. Watson, labor, repairs 5.82
$851.18
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INVENTORY OF CITY PROPERTY
Gale Library and fund $150,000.00
Library lot 21,000.00
Opechee Park, North Main street 15,000.00
Street Department 20,695.00
Engineering Department 4,000.00
Street Oiling Department 1,278.00
Cost of Sewers 236,800.21
Sewer Department 700.00
Fire Department 44,300.00
Furniture, safes, and books in Mayor's and City
Clerk's office and City Council room 1,000.00
Furniture and safe in Tax Collector's office 500.00
Church Street bridge 44,242.60
Elm Street bridge 21,079.97
Main Street bridge 21,658.25
Messer Street bridge 19,000.00
Fair Street bridge 30,000.00
School building and furniture. Academy Street 30,000.00
Bowman Street building 6,000.00
Harvard Street building and lot 25,000.00
Gilford Avenue building and lot 8,000.00
Washington Street building and lot 14,000.00
Mechanic Street building and lot ' 14,000.00
Batchelder Street building and lot 14,000.00
New High school building and equipment 200,000.00
Practical Arts building and equipment 125,000.00
Pearl Street grounds 6,000.00
Horn lot 400.00
Philbrook land 2,000.00
Car Shop property 20,000.00
Brawn Block 1,500.00
Wyatt Park 3,000.00
House and lot. High Street 2,000.00
Municipal Building, Weirs 10,000.00




To the Honorable Robinson W. Smith, Mayor,
and the City Council of Laconia, N. H.
Gentlemen:
Having completed the audit of the financial accounts of
the City of Laconia for the fiscal year ended February 15, 1944,
I present the following statements showing the financial con-
dition of the City as of that date.
Exhibit I—Appropriations Account year ended February
15, 1944.
Exhibit n—Excess and Deficiency Account.
Exhibit in—Balance Sheet as of February 15, 1944.
Exhibit IV—Serial Debt as of February 15, 1944.
The following items appearing in the balance sheet are
commented upon as follows:
Cash $44,201.50
This cash balance was verified by the various bank state-
ments with the records of the City Treasurer and compared
with the ledger of the City Clerk; all receipts and expenditures
of the City Treasurer were properly checked with the different
departments of the City; an audit of each monthly draft is
made by the City Auditor as a final check upon all bills before
payment is made by the City Treasurer. All Bonds, Notes and
Coupons paid are carefully checked with the records of the
City Clerk.
Property Sold to City for Taxes $10,541.10
This amount continues to be reduced year after year and
the coming year should be no exception to the rule; every
effort should be made to lower this figure to a minimum while
present business conditions exist.
Accounts Receivable—Taxes $37,468.46
The Collector's record of the unpaid taxes was examined
by me as well as all taxes paid ; all payments were checked with
the records of the City Treasurer.
Warrants from the Board of Asessors to the City Tax Ck>l-
lector covering the commitment of all taxes were examined and
all abatements were compared to see that they were approved
by the Board of Assessors.
The collection of current taxes by the Tax Collector has
once again reached a high point, as a balance of $29,871.96
stands unpaid for the fiscal year as compared to $37,189.35 for
the year ended February 15, 1943; I do believe, however, that
there still remains unpaid many accounts of former years which
could be collected at the present time and that every effort in
that direction should be made by the Collector before they are
abated; otherwise, as I have said before, they will become
worthless assets to the City.
Accounts Receivable
Balance Due from Martha E. Johnson $7,096.24
A Court action in the name of the City of Laconia as
plaintiff for the recovery of $22,096.24 against Martha E. John-
son resulted in a judgment in favor of the City for the full
amount; the Bonding Company having paid the $15,000.00 limit
of the policy, the above amount remains unpaid and must be
carried as an asset.
Property Acquired By Tax Deeds $1,624.27
This amount has once again been reduced by the sale of
several parcels of land by the City leaving the above amount.
Highways And Bridges $158.46
This small amount is being carried over as an unexpended
balance to the credit of this department for the purpose of State
Aid Roads.
Improvement Bonds $2,000.00
As this amount of Bonds was not presented for payment
during the fiscal year as it should have been, it is necessary to
carry it along as a current liability.
Laconia Shoe Co. $3,732.96
This amount represents the accumulated rent according to




Motor Vehicle 1944 778.65
This amount received from this source of revenue was
checked and verified with the receipts of the City Treasurer
and also with the permit cards.
Unexpended Appropriations $74,131.99
Appropriations made during the year were verified with
the records of the City Council and expenditures were properly
approved by Treasury Warrants; all transfers were approved
by the Mayor and City Council; a detailed report of all appro-
priations may be found in Exhibit 1 of this report; practically
all of the above amount is credited to the School Department
as the fiscal year of the school ends on June 30.
Notes
For the third consecutive year, the City finds itself with
no outstanding notes as of February 15, 1944.
Credit Balance $20,045.33
The above amount represents the excess of current assets
over current liabilities and even though it is much smaller than
the one of the previous year, nevertheless it is a very satisfac-
tory showing; during the past year $31,750.00 was paid on the
Serial Debt with no additional Bond Issue thereby reducing
the Net Debt to $149,000.00 which is still another new low for
many years. The Mayor and City Council should be com-
mended highly for the fine showing made during the past year.
SERIAL DEBT
The Serial Debt outstanding as of February 15, 1944 is de-
tailed in Exhibit IV of this report and shows a net debt of
$149,000.00 as compared to $180,750.00 on February 15, 1943;
this represents a decrease of $31,750.00 during the fiscal year.
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
The following statement of Trust Funds was verified by
examining all pass books of Savings Banks and Securities held
by the Trustees and by checking all the expenditures with the
Savings Bank Books. All receipts and expenditures are prop-
erly recorded on their books.
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STATEMENT OF TRUST FUNDS
Amount of Trust Funds on Hand February 15, 1943 $59,291.09
Trust Funds received during year 1,425.00
Unexpended interest on hand February 15, 1943 3,376.37
Interest received during year 1,591.13
$65,683.59
Amount of interest expended during year $1,597.09
Balance of interest on hand February 15, 1944 3,370.41
Principal of Trust Funds on Hand-Savings Banks 60,616.09
Principal of Trust Funds on Hand Water Co. Stock 100.00
65,683.59
CARL. F. BLAISDELL, Chairman,
CHARLES F. AYERS, Sec'y-Treas.
EDGAR B. PRESCOTT
LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS
The books of the Treasurer were examined by me and the
balances verified by Statements from the Bank. All expend-
itures were thoroughly checked and compared with receipted
bills.
I wish at this time to express my appreciation for all cour-
tesies extended me during the course of my examination by all
the Departments; also to commend all Departments for their





I hereby certify that the accompanying balance sheet and
the statement of Serial Debt reflect the financial condition of
the City of Laconia as described by its books at the close of
the fiscal year ended February 15, 1944. I further certify that
I have audited the income and expense accounts of the City
for the past year, and have found them correct as detailed in
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Year Ended February 15, 1944
Credits:
Balance unexpended Previous Year
Highways and Bridges Trans
Property Acquired by Tax Titles 1,624.27
Balance due from Martha E. Johnson—Difference
Between Shortage and Bond Payment 7,096.24
$100,931.57
Current Liabilities:
Highways and Bridges (state aid roads) $158.46
Improvement Bonds (not presented for
payment) 2,000.00
Laconia Shoe Co., accumulated rent ac-
cording to terms of lease 3,732.96
Leavitt Fund 1,353.77
Miscellaneous Liabilities 893.87
Motor Vehicle 1944 773.65
Schools 71,973.53
$80,886.24




Year Ended February 15, 1944
TOTAL SERIAL DEBT $149,000.00
Bridge and Highway Bonds $20,000.00
City Hall Bonds 6,000.00
Improvement Bonds 12,000.00
Improvement Bonds 30,000.00
Practical Arts Bonds 45,000.00
Serial Improvement Notes 9,000.00
Sewer and Road Bonds 6,000.00
School District Notes 6,000.00
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SUMMARY OF VITAL STATrSTICS
Number of births „ 455-
Number of marriages „ „ 121
Number of deaths „ „ „ _ 253--
Number of births not previously recorded _ 15
Number of deaths occurring at Belknap County Farm 11
Number of bodies brought here for burial .„ 7$
By Chapter 106 N. H. Laws of 1917, the Clerks of Cities
and Towns are required to send a copy of every child's birth
certificate to its parents, and if said copy is not received
within sixty days from dlate of child's birth, the parents should
notify the City Clerk, in order that same may be placed on
record.
EJfforts have~ been made to make the records of vital sta-
tistics correct as possible. Should any error or omission be de-
tected, the City Clerk will appreciate the kindness conferred
by being informed of the same, that the records of the city be
Daade right.
EARL. FLANBERS, City Clerk.
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